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TOSHIKO NISHIKAWA

Toshiko in her Studio

I

n her quiet, elegant manner, Toshiko Nishikawa’s work
speaks of hidden powers that lie just beyond the horizon.
Her distinctive layering of organic lines that flow downwards
or across the picture plan presents an obstruction through
which the audience must travel, encouraging a form of
seeking that is so familiar within our day-to-day lives. In fact,
the cornerstone of Nishikawa’s work is motion; each line is
a pure and fluid articulation. Using a unique combination of
mixed media on layers of plexiglas encased in a box, the

Toshiko Nishikawa’s work
speaks of hidden powers
that lie just beyond the horizon.
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finished pieces possess not only height and width, but also
depth, allowing for a unique visual experience. Nishikawa
explains, “I also use the shadows of the shapes on the
acrylic box. Thus, the position of light or where people stand
will change the vision of my art works dramatically.”
The timeless, elemental quality that is captured by her style
is created by an eradication of geometric forms in favor of the
perfect flowing organic line. This ethereal condition invokes
calm and meditation even amongst the motion and activity
within each piece. Nishikawa possesses a wonderful, if
minimalist, sense of color, using mushroom grays, electric
blues and greens, or shimmering magentas and yellows,
paired with her characteristic white. The pairing of color
remains muted through the haze of spots, drips and streaks
which are usually white or off-white, whilst the intense
color shows through the negative spaces giving the effect
of looking out a window during a rain shower. The result
is equally hypnotic; as delicate, overlapping layers topped
off by the hazy forefront provide a soothing, meditative
plane. The magnitude of color recedes while a focus on
line and layering springs forth. She, too, has recently begun

Metamorphosis 1

Mixed Media

9.5” x 6.5”

Metamorphosis 3

Mixed Media

7.5” x 6”

Metamorphosis 2

Mixed Media

10.5” x 8.5”

“The power of line is one
of the most important expressions in the Japanese
art world”
vigorous circular compositions, where innumerable layers of
rings spin round and round the picture plane smoothly and
deliberately. “The power of line is one of the most important
expressions in the Japanese art world,” she explains.
Toshiko Nishikawa has had a great number of exhibitions
and media attention in both her native Japan and the United
States. Her work is highly sought after for its impeccable
quality and its accessibility for both art lovers and the
general population. She currently resides in Manhattan,
New York.
Websites: www.toshikon.com
www.Art-Mine.com/ArtistPage/Toshiko_Nishikawa.aspx
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JASNICA KLARA MATIć

ANNE BARKLEY

J

asnica Klara Matić explores the healing of the mind and
body through the process of painting. Therefore, it comes
as no surprise that the mere act of viewing her introspective
paintings is a soothing experience for the soul. Serene earth
tones, mineral-like textures and softly applied halos of light
work together to produce masterpieces of stunning, mystical
beauty. Matić’s profound and thoughtful mixed media works
on wood block evidence her in-depth study of multi-cultural
meditation techniques and astrology from seemingly
divergent schools of Eastern and Western philosophies. But,
given her diverse upbringing and extensive travel throughout
the world, Matić has come to the astute realization that all
people, regardless of their nationality or belief system, are
inherently linked to one another. By incorporating materials
she has collected throughout these international journeys,
along with traditional healing mediums from her own cultural
heritage, Matić underscores this important conviction with a
poetic artistry. Her poignantly ephemeral paintings, often
populated with symbolic depictions of the human figure,
echo the sentiment that the world is a mirror of its inhabitants
and that conversely its inhabitants mirror the world.
Well respected within the field of law, Jasnica Klara Matić
began painting in 2005. She lives and works in Zagreb,
Croatia.
Websites: www.jasnica.com
www.Art-Mine.com/ArtistPage/Jasnica_Klara_Matić.aspx

Amherst 2B

Acrylic

40” x 30”

A

nne Barkley knows that the viewer’s participation
in her work is vital, and that the only way for art as
communication to take place is when both artist and viewer
allow the medium between them to act as a bridge. Anne’s
moments of creation, when ego lets go and intuition does
its work, have been beautifully transferred to her canvases,
so that when we take them in, her abstract forms still seem
to be dancing in the drama of balance and tension, as they
were in her moment of painting them. The smaller shapes
are perfectly located to balance her more substantial
geometric forms, and as our gaze moves across the canvas,
foreground and background realign and shift. Our eye is
drawn up and down the horizontal and vertical planes and
coupled with Anne’s quietly powerful palette, our emotional
responses shift accordingly. The artist has moved us, in the
most fundamental sense of the word. These are paintings
that reveal one artist’s innate sense of how the human
gaze, powered as it is by intellect and emotions, will help
the artist fulfill the moment of creation. These are works that
are being completed by us as we view them, and we can
only be grateful to Anne, for leading us there.
Websites: www.annebarkley.ca
www.Art-Mine.com/ArtistPage/Anne_Barkley.aspx

Trees

Wax on Canvas
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40” x 20”

TERRY WANG
T

Guge Kingdom, Tibet Acrylic & Oil on Canvas

Golden Castle

Acrylic & Oil on Canvas

38” x 50”

35” x 46”

erry Wang’s soulful explorations of the world enchant
viewers with beautiful paintings of far off places.
Mountain vistas, exotic deities, and colorful portraits form
the body of work of an artist who lives fully in the moment.
The portraiture exposes an impeccable rendering of form
while the studies of the natural world display a playful,
animated relationship with the Earth. Many of Wang’s
works are akin to anthropology in their dedicated focus on
local religious iconography and other cultural pathways.
Wang’s portraits of the local Tibetans are intriguing for
many reasons, one being the beautifully rendered garments
created with brilliant hues and patterns, and another the
way he sensitively captures a person’s spirit through
facial expression and deep, soulful eyes. His landscapes
display a fauvist sensibility for color; there are no grey or
black shadows for the reason that in deep recesses, Wang
sees brilliant hues of teal, violet and jade. Earth and sky
converge with rich ochre and burnt sienna under a setting
sun exploding across the heavens with crimson and teal.
Working with acrylic or oil on canvas, Wang orchestrates an
experience unlike any other, exuberant and lighthearted yet
also ancient and soulful. Born in Taiwan, Wang learned to
paint from the Chinese Painting Club during his university
years. But it is travel that has left its mark upon his creative
mind more than anything else. In 2001, he embarked on
a 12,000-mile pilgrimage throughout the Tibetan plateau.
He stepped along ancient paths, breathed the open air and
painted the rugged landscape and local people. “I hope my
paintings are magnetic enough to accompany you, prompt
your soul to soar, and make it vibrate,” Wang explains. Now
that Tibet is completely closed off to outsiders, this artistic
sojourn through Tibet became a highly unusual experience
in the contemporary art world, one being collected in a book
and slated for publishing in Japanese, English and French.
Wang lives and works in Kaohsiung, Taiwan.
Website: www.Art-Mine.com/ArtistPage/Terry_Wang.aspx

Terry at Work
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ANNA RAVLIUC
W

rapped in dark mysticism and soulful beauty, Anna
Ravliuc paints extraordinary images of figures,
animals, and allegorical still-lifes in a distinctive yet artfully
realistic style. Her work speaks of other worlds with hidden
powers and limitless possibilities. The imagery is highly
imaginative and saturated with fiery passion and artistic
invention, constituting an oeuvre that is very unusual in the
contemporary art world. With a special process that uses
oils and varnish, Ravliuc applies layer after layer of paint
with both her fine-tuned rendering skills and an effluence of
sprays, scratches and drips. She has a wonderful sense for
how the quality of light and dramatic gradations of color sets
the stage for a sense of otherworldly amazement. Within
the allegory of Ravliuc’s composition, she leaves enough
of the story untold for the subject to remain mysterious and
intriguing to her audience. With cryptic titles she ushers
us into a realm that is littered with dualities, exploring birth
and death, socialization and instinct, and, of course, the
material and immaterial worlds. “I was inspired by pagan
traditions and prehistoric legends of our ancestors,” explains
Ravliuc. “The theme of good and evil, life and death is still
forceful even nowadays.” She has a mesmerizing style
that is obviously beautiful in her composition, her modeling
of light and her handling of the paint. The long limbs and
sensual poses of her female figures depict an archetype
of the powerful, mysterious and erotic female. Another
figure that is characteristic of her work is the skeleton,
seen dressed in costumes of the most exuberant pattern

and color. Embodying death, he often seems to cower
before us as if the totemic symbols of fertility leave him in a
trembling state. Her works nod to prehistoric belief systems
in many instances, using totemic symbols to contemplate
the changing seasons, and cycles of the moon and sun as
a form of rebirth. Ravliuc has had great success exhibiting
her unique breed of art throughout Romania, Ukraine, and
the United States. Born in Ukraine, she now lives and works
in Romania.
Websites: www.oxidred.com
www.Art-Mine.com/ArtistPage/Anna_Ravliuc.aspx

The Four Seasons of Yorik - Green

The Four Seasons of Yorik - Rainy
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Oil on Canvas

25” x 23”

Anna Ravliuc

Oil on Canvas

25” x 23”

KRISTINA GARON

Momentum

K

Acrylic on Canvas

41” x 31”

ristina Garon’s paintings have undergone sweeping
evolutions over the course of her journeys. Born and
raised in Lithuania, she attended the Academy of Art in
Vilnius, where a traditional arts education resulted in early
works that displayed the formalism of mythic subjects
and classical perspective. Already, though, her paintings
featured a dynamism and whimsy that tested the limits of
conventional composition. Garon manipulated physical and
temporal continuity, spaces bent, melted and broke, and
abstraction seemed to be a barely contained force lurking
at the canvas’s edges. In more recent works, Garon—now
based in Washington D.C.—has moved towards an abstract
expressionist style that often includes figurative details.
Swelling shapes and rhythmic patterns arc around silhouetted
characters, as colorful movements form familiar images.
Throughout, Garon deploys a playful, free-associative
approach, including small figurative details without ever
making them the focus of her boldly kinetic compositions.
Instead, movement, texture and color guide our eyes.
Alternating between thick and delicate brushstrokes, drip

Radiance

Acrylic on Canvas

48” x 36”

painting and scraping, the surfaces of Garon’s canvases
take on a variety of tactile qualities, catching light, adding
hues and dimensions. Often, reverberating sonic patterns
create a musical resonance whose notes are the bright
colors of Garon’s palette. “I’m an incurable optimist and
this quality is reflected in my paintings,” she explains, “no
negative thoughts or depression here.” Indeed, her most
muted works still betray this irrepressible positivity. The
unrelenting optimism of her paintings is practically infectious.
Even in works dominated by sober blues—as opposed to
the recurring set of warm oranges, yellows and reds—Garon
creates limitless possibilities for movement. Forms cluster in
different areas, luring viewers’ eyes without distracting from
the larger composition. In any given painting, a single section
might feature a strict geometric pattern in small, precise
brushstrokes alongside a billowing cloud form of thick,
expressive color swaths. These contrasts of shape, tone
and style make her work energizing and optimistic, but also
refreshingly subtle and nuanced. Kristina Garon’s upbeat
style thrives on systems of juxtaposition and contrast.
Websites: www.kristinagaronart.com
www.Art-Mine.com/ArtistPage/Kristina_Garon.aspx
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L

ike the pieces of a glowing puzzle, the rhythms of Taras
Borovyk’s composition and his buoyant colors all exist
in a dazzling interrelationship. His subjects are distilled
down to their essential shapes and tones in order to be
reconfigured in our perceptions. In breaking his subjects
down to their fundamental visual parts, Taras is exploiting
the organic roots of visual forms, specifically the dynamics
of light, perspective and emotions in our process of taking in
his imagery. Translucent light and smoky shadows achieve
material weight. The physical outlines of a church or flora
might be overwhelmed by their constituent colors, but his
images orchestrate a dramatic and disciplined symphony
for the eyes, whether fiery reds framed and balanced by
cool greens, or street scenes that are vivid expressions
of complex psychological moods. Taras has said that art
reveals the intricacies of existence, that through art we can
perceive the world with the insight of a poet, and celebrate
the subtle and profound just beneath the surface of things.
Whether he is presenting a contemplative still-life or the
array of color on a European street, Taras Borovyk’s work
captures the essence of what he sees as an artist, which
he brings forth onto his canvases, so that we also see and
experience the world anew.

TARAS BOROVYK

Yellow Lilies

Oil on Canvas

30” x 24”

Website: www.Art-Mine.com/ArtistPage/Taras_Borovyk.aspx

ELEANOR OWEN KERR

Passages II

Silver Gelatin
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16” x 20”

E

leanor Kerr’s photographs cover a wide range of
subjects, but share as a consistent theme the interplay
of nature both at its most vulnerable and its most resolute.
With these intimate organic relationships revealed, Eleanor’s
work revels in the textures of stones large and small, and
in sky wherever it is found, either hinted at behind clouds,
lying reflected within a tranquil pool or merely suggested
by a curl of flora. Eleanor has said that she is inspired to
draw back the curtain on the mysteries of the natural world
in her work. In doing so, she opens our eyes to show us
how much we have yet to discover. Whether it is within
the intimate patterns found in rock and water, or the wider
realm of a hillock, Eleanor’s photography frames moments
of transition for us, and it is in these instances of conversion
that we recognize our own parallel yearning for growth. Her
work reconnects us to nature and generously insists that we
have a special place in its inscrutable design. If there is any
single aspect to Eleanor’s work that resonates the strongest,
it is this generosity. Eleanor shares the landscapes that she
has discovered on her artistic journey, and in doing so, she
encourages us to explore the corresponding realm within
ourselves.
Websites: www.eleanorowenkerr.com
www.Art-Mine.com/ArtistPage/Eleanor_Owen_Kerr.aspx

SERGEY SHAEVITCH

Flamenco

Mixed Media & Acrylic on Canvas

BRM 24989 ASM Branding_MECH:Layout 1

t’s hard to envision a more delightful set of paintings than
those produced by Sergey Shaevitch. The colors, lines
and shapes that occupy his abstractions intertwine among
themselves as though in a dance inspired by the music of
a smile.
You can feel this experience in Shaevitch’s 2008 painting,
“Flamenco.” Here, bright washes of light blue color merge
with the ground of the canvas to provide a backdrop for
several dark, irregular forms situated almost randomly within
the format. Both the wash and the overlying forms erupt with
spinning, swirling lines that occasionally become segments
of circles dotted with small rectangles of contrasting color.
Throughout the painting and in all of Shaevitch’s work,
the calligraphic character of the brushwork is wonderful to
behold all by itself.
Similar to Kandinsky who wrote, ‘Color is a power which
directly influences the soul,’ Shaevitch’s paintings reside
within the tradition of modern abstraction. Yet Sergey
Shaevitch brings a distinctly 21st Century sensibility to this
tradition in that its energy is more intense, its color hotter,
and its rhythm more complex. Given his background as a
native of Belarus who spent his teen years in Israel and
who now lives in Canada, his art reflects the new globalized
world that art and all of us live in today.
Websites: www.SergeyShaevitch.com
www.Art-Mine.com/ArtistPage/Sergey_Shaevitch.aspx

39” x 39”

3/31/09

I

9:31 AM

Page 1

Bring art to life.
Visit the Boca Raton Museum of Art today,
infuse color into your world and add culture
to your life. Discover ever-changing, alwaysinspiring exhibitions, celebrated collections,
educational programs and insightful classes.

501 Plaza Real • Boca Raton, Florida
561.392.2500 • www.bocamuseum.org
JOHN CONSTABLE (British, born in Suffolk, 1776-1837), Study of a Girl With Her Hair
Plaited, 1807, pencil on wove paper 4 3⁄4 x 3 3⁄8 inches. Museum Permanent Collection
2006.24.1. Gift of Mr. and Mrs. Jacob and Sandra Schwalb
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GERARD STRICHER

Fusion
Recreation

P

Oil on Canvas

47” x 39”

64” x 51”

resenting the viewer with striking, incredibly vivid
canvases, Gerard Stricher is an abstract artist. Making
use of intense complementary colors—inky, prussian blue,
acid yellow and white, placid sky blue up against firey
oranges and reds—his paintings convey a tremendous
energy as the pigment glows from the canvas’ surface. The
physical properties of the paint also play a large part in his
compositions. The oil paint drips down the canvas creating
linear boundaries and spreading the color further, bleeding
into other areas. This adds to the tension in Stricher’s
work between the controlled elements and those that are
arbitrary and free. When balancing these, his handling of
light is superb. In many works, he layers dark pigments, then
streaks lighter colors over them in large expressive strokes.
They seem like strobes of light in the darkness, like the light
trails of car headlamps in long-exposure night photographs.
This lends Stricher’s work a wonderful lightness and sense of
immediacy that transcends the paint from which the picture
is created. It is this combination of vibrant color, energy and
buoyancy that makes his work truly beautiful and arresting.
The aesthetic is paramount for Stricher. He sees the world
in colors, and his thoughts, emotions, energy and inspiration
are drawn from them. His canvases therefore expose to the
world a part of his psyche, a visual product of an inner world
that he seeks to communicate. His vision is not completely
focused inwards—it is his outward vision and drive which
have propelled him to take up art full-time after retiring from
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Oil on Canvas

Gerard at Work in his Studio

business. Stricher’s external inspirations are not the cut-andthrust business world, but rather the people around him and
especially the natural world. It is this connection perhaps,
that helps him to create such harmonious works of beauty.
Gerard Stricher was born in France and grew up in a house
that was full of art and where he felt connected to nature. He
currently lives and works in Paris.
Websites: www.gstricher.com
www.Art-Mine.com/ArtistPage/Gerard_Stricher.aspx

MARC C. SLOOTJES

Marc Working in his Studio

My Collection of Girls: Romy

Faces of Death 1

T

Oil on Canvas

28” x 28”

here is an intriguing sensuality to the works of Marc
C. Slootjes. Regardless of the fact that many of his
current paintings are nudes, it is the lithe brushstrokes and
their visible intentionality that is alluring. Slootjes applies
paint with his fingers. The marks are left on the canvas’
surface—zig-zag, dash and bold—are direct imprints of the
movement of his hands. There is no brush allowed to act
as intermediary, so he is allowed a closer relation to the
canvas, the images flowing directly from his head through
his hands onto the painting’s surface. This frees Slootjes
to engage with his imagination. He has deliberately
shunned formal training, fearing that his own style would
be moulded into that of his teachers, and has instead
embraced the world of ‘Outsider Art’—a school of thought

Oil on Canvas

35” x 28”

that concentrates on self-taught methods and a purity
of expression through artistic media. Many of Slootjes’
pieces refer to or are drawn directly from the dreamworld
he calls ‘Thohhworld’, which he created in response to the
chronic bronchitis from which he suffered as a child and his
subsequent stays in the hospital and at home. His figures
and faces retain this otherworldly quality, and some have
a darker, eerie feel. There is an emptiness that Slootjes
feels once he has completed a painting, one he nominally
associates with death. These philosophical themes seem
to manifest in his ‘Thohhworld’ paintings. Slootjes’ various
nudes from his ‘My Collection of Girls’ series are drawn
from the real world and appear more straightforward. Here,
the colors that show starkly from dark backgrounds in his
‘Thohhworld’ paintings are brightened and more at home.
Despite their artificial hues—blues and greens on breasts,
blood red nipples—they look more natural and at ease on
these canvases.
Marc C. Slootjes was born in and currently works in
Haastrecht, Netherlands. After finding his artistic style,
he has exhibited widely in the Netherlands and the rest of
Europe.
Websites: www.thohhworld.nl/overig/index_en.html
www.Art-Mine.com/ArtistPage/Marc_C._Slootjes.aspx
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Several prominent digital artists were interviewed separately on their unique perspectives toward the growing world of
digital art. Their responses all seemed to resonate with each other, at times almost finishing each other’s sentences as
they all described a process of exploration while harmonizing multiple sources into a single statement.
In this spirit, each artist’s original statement has been color coded according to author and brought together using the
process they described, in the effort to create an article which digitally illustrates its own point.
We hope you enjoy:

The Digital Mystery Tour
An Interview with:
Dan OBANA - Red
James Spitznagel - Blue
Alain Lacki - Cyan
GISART - Violet
Tiffany Lee Brown - Green
Shifra – Magenta

Article and Cover Image by T. Mikey
First, it is like a candy. The eagerness to work with any new “toy”. I remember that the first program I used was Photoshop
2.5. While toying around with the software, I saw that I get much more then just photography, I felt the extension of the
possibility to the art. I was curiously in phase with this software, which enabled me to try out quickly, creative ideas that
I did not have the possibility to explore before. I felt a fresh surprise in finding out an unexpected shade and feeling of
quality. My creative horizon opened with new prospects. I started documenting my street performances with cell phones
and other cameras. Those experiments brought me to appreciate more and more the possibilities of the digital medium, it
allows me to investigate worlds which belong to me and has tapped in on more creativity then I knew I possessed.
I discovered that all the possibilities offered with the image processing software provides me with important tools that allow
me to reflect, with greater control, everything I want to communicate in my creative process. I express all my imagination
with a complete freedom that lets my creativity run wild!
The first experiments with this software quickly fascinated me
and I worked every night to find answers to my creative desires.
That experience was a turning point for me, since it allowed me
to undertake new projects. This has helped build my art practice
immeasurably and there is no end to artistic possibilities. Basic
stuff…but, I was so excited that I knew there was no going back.
All this started just a few years ago; I made the transition to digital
in 1997. My original medium was mainly pencil and pens. I had a
real talent for drawing, it was my passion. At a certain point l took
on oil and gauche painting. Most artists stick with what they started
out with or found most comfortable to use, sometimes I change. Six
years ago I started to produce digital work. I used scans issued
from analog films to adapt them on demand. At first I hated it, I
Urban Mirage Digital Print on Canvas 33” x 47”
was obliged to follow certain constraints. Digital cameras were new
when I first started and it is difficult to have the photographic quality of analog. My works were limited to those resolutions.
I am not a great fanatic of new technologies, I see them as fragile. The computer slows down, sometimes failed, ran out of
batteries, or was difficult to operate. Limitations as regards to the few formats in which the work can be reproduced unless
having a very expensive hardware. This transition was very hard and disconcerting. The satisfaction rating is not always
up to 100%. With a high learning curve it is very difficult. I could not find smooth operation. I know that sounds kind of odd
but my work is a sensitive reflection and I tend to get sucked into a black hole of computer usage, time I could otherwise
spend with my hands in the dirt. I discontinued it at one point, but that’s no big deal, it was a start.
At the same time, I felt the extension of the possibility to the art. I ended up really loving digital as its own medium. I
would highlight the precision of digital tools when creating the work; it shortens the work in a very simple way. You can
14 ArtisSpectrum

control your work immediately, you can verify the expression of
models, correct the light. No need to wait for developing, like you
made before with Polaroids. The advanced brush function allows
me to develop, from beginning to end, the whole creative process.
I can expand various ideas and concepts through trial and error
and control for myself all the magic corrections I want. I find this
development both exciting and amusing.
What is extraordinary with the digital art, it is that it has no limits.
More importantly, it can channel seemingly disparate elements into
the service of a common concept. Many of my ideas come from
music and dreams, a poem, a friend, bad or good news, a stroll in the
city, personal values of integrity, expansiveness, and responsibility,
a certain perceived light, everything regarding the way we live and
relate to each other, all this is stored in my brain.

Parallel Life

Photographic Print

14”x 21”

As far as the technology helping me translate those ideas/visions I guess it would often be the feel, shape and placement
of pixels inside each frame, and seeing the hidden details l could not see with my eye. Sometimes when a piece is
enlarged, I see images in pixel groupings that are the exact form of expression that I’m trying to achieve. Those details
are often an inspiration for a new work. It’s like a feedback loop.
Conventional art has a one-way direction process in work production.
The digital technology has a round-way and is interactive. Digital
technologies flatten some traditional communication hierarchies
while heightening others. It happens very often that the idea of
departure evolves as one goes along stages of its creation. Therefore,
it is more difficult that I have to decide where to stop the brush than
with conventional art. The work itself, beginning to end - may be
long and sometimes quite painful, until I declare it finished. I go
back to it often to remind myself to “keep it simple.” I have to decide
where to consent, to compromise and to abandon. Once you get
used to it, you stop thinking about it and you concentrate exclusively
on the work you
are creating, as
happens
with
other techniques.
La Joueuse

Inkjet Print on Fine Art Paper

24” x 32”

These
days
the computer is the tool that I feel most comfortable using… My work
explores themes including transformation, language, communication,
intimacy, and ephemerality. The digital techniques I use now allow me
to advance in this direction, to capture in greater detail everything I wish
to express. In a word, it means the appearance of a more wonderful art
tool. How do you want I express this vision without the magic of digital
software?
Our perception of the art is too often locked into criteria or references of
past. Some people think the digital art is not art because all you have
to do is press a button and it changes your photograph into a painting.
It is less meaningful to offer a counterargument, there’s much to be
learned by continuing the conversation about why some digital art feels
artless to many people. I would tell them that they are never to mistake
technique with creativity. Digital technology gives us a lot of choices, the
ability to change an image as much as you want without ever losing the
original provides a tremendous amount of freedom, but by all means
please note that it does not make the process that goes through my
mind and imagination any easier. I’m usually assailed by frustration and
inspiration alike.

The Two of Dust
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My creative works are characterised by the use of the digital collage technique, which follows the same composition
criteria as traditional collage. Programs are just like any other art tools. To me they’re the same as brushes, cameras
or clay. The only change has been the tools I use; the method itself
continues to be the same. Line, shape, color, composition, etc…they’re
all the same no matter what tools the artist uses. Digital technology is a
means, not a end (for me) in the creative process. Combining numerous
materials and disciplines usually causes both tension and evolution,
What people sometimes find hard to realize, is that the computer does
not do the work. For me software is just a means to create my vision
and my imagery. Digital technology aids in these efforts as a means of
documentation, conduit for communication, and means of distribution.
Some people do not take easily to changes or to new technologies.
Many of those we currently know (photography, cinema, etc.) were
originally questioned and criticised by those who feared change. Yet as
audiences, we still seek gatekeepers, because they can help direct our
search for “art”. Digital art doesn’t overthrow the traditional world of art,
but rather offers artists new tools, it’s the artist that gets to call what they
do art….right? The creative impulse sees no barriers between different
media and genres.
The creative impulse will hit its chosen artist with a full-body slam,
demanding to be manifested. To get what I see with my mind’s eye, can
be an obsessive creative process where I hole up in the studio and forget
to eat or sleep. Recently I walked past an orchid, in my imagination I
“saw” a threadlike and contorted woman. l started out by cropping and
changing some original colors. I turned the shadow solid black and The City #13 Inkjet Print on Fine Art Paper 20” x 15”
made the entire background red. I allowed myself to add or remove a
flood of details. A particular light of which I had not thought displayed in
each layer respectively. An additional detail collected at another moment
expands various ideas and concepts which are actually very deliberate.
The unlimited potential once assembled, tried to resemble a figurative
vision. The virtual presence of imagined other humans, a sensitive
reflection. A wonderful digital search for authenticity, a manipulation of
the spirit honest to bashful intimacies. I have never shown that piece,
very few people were invited to experience it or know about it.
Today l feel that the sky is the limit :) The thinking based on a traditional
art genre is getting more expansive and interactive. I think that the
development of digital techniques in the art world is constant and
unstoppable. Technology has often been compared to the human body,
or theorized as an extension of the human body. In turn, it echoes
humans, with all our sweet idiocies and short-sightedness. The prejudice
of everything against the digital techniques will hopefully be getting
gradually lost. Digital art is here to stay, it is just a matter of time before
we finally accept this. Digital techniques expand the possibility of the art
more deeply, and widely using them or not will depend on the needs of
Untitled Digital Photography 20” x 20”
each particular artist and on how they contribute to improving the artist’s
creative process. The digital tool will open wide the door of the art to everyone, l can see it form right in front of my eyes.
It’s not a cut-and-dried phenomenon; it’s thorny, confusing, fast-changing, and a hell of a lot of fun. Absolutely!
www.hobana.cocolog-nifty.com
www.levelgreen.com/art
www.alainlacki.com
www.gomezisart.com
www.magdalen.com
www.shifrart.com
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www.tmikey.com
www.Art-Mine.com/ArtistPage/T._Mikey.aspx
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KENJI INOUE

Rock’n’Roll Monsters (diptych)

J

Acrylic on Canvas

51” x 63”

apanese artist, Kenji Inoue, creates paintings that are
exciting, abstract, improvisations dealing with a host of
subjects from nature to love, introspection and intergalactic
events. His medium of large sized acrylic paintings are not
easy to categorize stylistically. They employ elements of
Surrealism, folk art, and Abstract Expressionism; they are
explosive both in composition and approach. Everything
seems to be bursting towards the edge of the picture plane
as he places us in the furnace of Earth’s core or the cold
abyss of outer space.
In exploring the body of paintings, Inoue is never fixed in
one mode, he is comfortable dealing with a wide breadth
of emotional discourse. In many works he displays a
softer, quieter side to his world, with touching and poignant
explorations enacted by humanoid forms. Many motifs in
Inoue’s repertoire pertain to natural forms from flowers and
roots to fire and water. Inoue has an atmospheric sense
for composition, his characters and objects seem to float in
phosphorescent color, revolving and colliding in an ancient
whirling dance. Open, nebulous areas may be soothing
and cool, while other works seem to burst forth with electric
energy. His style daringly includes figurative snippets and
wild abstraction, often including both extremes in one piece.
The aggressive, stuccato brushwork infuses the image with
energy and rhythm while his unrestrained palette creates
a pulsating response in our eyes. Other works find Inoue
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searching deep inside the psyche, with abstract roots or
fingers reaching toward one another like massive neurons.
Here we find Inoue speaking to us through a moodier palette
and with more straightforward brushwork.

A constant theme within Inoue’s
works is that everything is in flux.
There are many philosophical
uncertainties, and though much
is undetermined about life, he
resists providing answers for his
audience and instead poses only
questions. “My art is no meaning, no answer, just it’s only running.

Oriental Kiss

Kenji Working in his Studio

Acrylic on Canvas

46” x 36”

Inoue has an atmospheric
sense for composition, his
characters and objects seem
to float in phosphorescent
color revolving and colliding
in an ancient whirling dance.
A constant theme within Inoue’s works is that everything
is in flux. There are many philosophical uncertainties, and
though much is undetermined about life, he resists providing
answers for his audience and instead poses only questions.
“My art is no meaning, no answer, just it’s only running,”
Inoue explains. The movement and energy conveys the
idea that each piece is but a snapshot, a moment within
time that will most certainly pass. The works are a visual
history of thoughts, feelings, and extraordinary events, a
body of work that will fascinate audiences for years to come.
Inoue continues to be a unique voice in the contemporary
art world with frequent exhibits in New York.
Flower Shock

Acrylic on Canvas

29” x 24”

Website: www.Art-Mine.com/ArtistPage/Kenji_Inoue.aspx
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GIO
I

n a style that is both ancient and modern at once, Giovanni
Battista Sciello or “Gio” orchestrates beautiful abstract
paintings that speak to audiences through a medley of
simple geometric shapes and brilliant colors. His work is
founded upon the interplay between a graphic, hard-edged
foreground made up of lines, circles, zigzags and crosses,
and the tactile, painterly aesthetic of backgrounds. Bright
color choices and flowing, calligraphic line-work push
and pull one’s attention around the canvas in modulating
speeds. There is music within the work, a rhythm that burns
and pulsates before your very eyes. The bold shapes and
lines repeated in equal segments infuse the image with
energy and motion while intriguing glyphs and cryptic titles
beckon your attention and tickle the imagination. “I always
start from a graphic sign,” explains Gio, “and round this one
I build a world of colors trying to express the deep meaning
of that symbol.”
Using acrylic or oil paint, Gio will often employ a limited
palette comprised of complementary colors and their
corresponding tints set off by a neutral light or dark
background. His timeless style nods to the aesthetics of
both prehistoric and modern art while speaking to an
inner, fundamental perception of the world. In particular,
Gio’s work recalls the repetition found within the ritualistic
painting tradition of Aboriginal Australia as well as the
vivacious creative energy of Abstract Expressionism. The
paintings also evoke the elements: stone, wind, water, fire;
these often play an important role in Gio’s fascinating world.

Red and Yellow Oil & Acrylic on Canvas
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31.5” x 23.5”

Quick brushstrokes pour down the canvas like rain, while
highly textured masses of light and dark collide like weather
systems. “My works are trying to express something over
the reality we can see,” Gio states, “to explain what’s behind
things.” Of course, it is this open-ended approach to art that
make Gio’s work so intriguing, as if he is imploring audiences
to navigate his painting as one may explore the world, using
our instincts and by reaching out through forthright, inquiring
eyes. Gio was born and currently resides in Genoa, Italy.
Websites: www.gbsciello.it
www.Art-Mine.com/ArtistPage/Gio.aspx

Gio in his Studio

Black Fading to White or White Fading to Black
Acrylic on Canvas 31.5” x 23.5”

IVA MILANOVA

D. LOREN CHAMPLIN

D

. Loren Champlin’s dramatic, expressionist paintings
capture the emotional textures of landscapes with a
passion equal to that with which he paints the human body. For
Loren, bodies and landscapes are expressions of a shared
universal essence, and he surrounds his subjects within
stormy swirls and eddies that evoke a symphony of moods
and aesthetic ideas. There is an iconic feel to his works,
suggesting that these domestic scenes and landscapes
carry in their dramatic brushwork the weight of greater
significance. Loren has said that painting is an act of primal
communication, and that an unspoken union between artist
and subject is created, as they both transcend the moment
to create a perfect merger through the artwork. His subjects
at times seem about to dissolve into a lava of passion or an
ecstatic explosion of particles, and therein lies the tension
in Loren’s work: life’s progress seems to have halted in his
paintings, but halted at a moment of great significance. His
subjects are suspended in the artistic moment. The human
condition is Loren’s muse, a vulnerability expressed in his
bold brushwork and the emotional tumult it conveys. It is
these emotional ties that bind the subject to the canvas and
help create the symphony of meaning in his paintings.
Websites: www.champlin-art.com
www.Art-Mine.com/ArtistPage/D._Loren_Champlin.aspx

Serenity

Oil on Linen

48” x 36”

The Drummer

Oil on Canvas

47” x 39.5”

I

va Milanova’s richly colored oil on canvas paintings
delight the eye with vibrant energy and engaging, painterly
textures. With the regal air of a religious icon, Milanova’s
works create an almost transformative experience when
viewed. Lost in the intense hues and rhythmic movement
of the works, the eye transports the mind to another level
of contemplation. Born out of a deep understanding of
art history and profound spiritual faith, Milanova’s works
reflect a wide range of stylistic influences, from the folk
art of her eastern European heritage, to the jewel-toned
masterpieces of Renaissance artists. Beginning as a textile
artist, it is no surprise that Milanova’s paintings posses such
a beautifully tactile surface and lush pallet. Strong impasto
strokes interplay with short, staccato marks, helping to
enhance each work’s overall mood and ambiance. Further,
she frequently utilizes a thick black outline to emphasize
forms and shapes, lending an air of folk art appeal while at
the same time helping to produce a look that is decidedly
contemporary.
Born in Sofia, Bulgaria, Milanova has enjoyed considerable
success as an international artist. Her work has featured in
solo and group exhibitions worldwide in Paris, Rome, New
York, Berlin and Toronto. Iva Milanova lives and works in
Berlin.
Websites: www.iva-milanova.de
www.Art-Mine.com/ArtistPage/Iva_Milanova.aspx
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MARVIN HINES

Remains of the Fire

Oil on Canvas

60” x 60”

In the Midst of this Wide Quietness Oil on Canvas

60” x 60”

T

he work of Marvin Hines–born in Virginia and based in
Dallas – maintains a delicate balance between portraying
our ways of organizing knowledge, and the impossibility
of depicting their continual process of adaptation. Many
canvases suggest grids, patterns and rhythms that are
still developing: kinetic systems hard at work. His pieces
—mostly oil and acrylic paintings—portray order and chaos
developing side by side. Hines grapples with the productive
imperfections of our schemes in an abstract expressionist
style, layering measured geometric patterns and strong
brushstrokes. Rather than overwhelming visual space with
incoherence, the resulting compositions create fascinating
tensions, questioning our ability to process and integrate
difference and change.
Hines’ bright, dynamic and multilayered paintings recall
the gestures of Mark Rothko and Hans Hofmann, among
others. Meanwhile, his inclusion of abstract grids, patterns
and geometric structures evoke Piet Mondrian, using
repetition and slight variations as expressive tools. Melding
these rhetorical styles, Hines suggests simultaneous
reliance upon and suspicion of grand totalizing systems.
Each painting features shapes, colors and lines that recur
predictably. Between and beneath these, however, bold
brush strokes, thick layers of whites, grays and blacks,
and ridged accumulations of paint undermine any sense of
smooth coherence. It’s as if Hines were creating structures
then testing them to their breaking point.
All this, however, doesn’t make Hines’ work aggressive or
violent. Instead, he achieves a mood of playful collaboration
with viewers, intimating that flexibility and improvisation are
equally integral to human experience as order and continuity.
Hines acknowledges this tension between comfort and
22 ArtisSpectrum

Marvin in his Studio

uncertainty, explaining that his work “reflects my strong belief
in the ability of color and abstract shapes as a provocation
of emotion and an adventure into self-interpretation.”
Though his paintings often evoke cornerstones of modern
aesthetics, his project is distinctly postmodern: to create,
explore and exploit ruptures, repetitions and glitches
in our organizational networks. Across city grids, social
networks and computer chips to flight patterns, coordinate
systems and family trees, Hines imagines less rigid, linear
approaches to thinking and living.
Website: www.Art-Mine.com/ArtistPage/Marvin_Hines.aspx

AKTRICE EDITH EGGER

Imprisioned

Will She Open the Lock?

A

Oil on Linen

51” x 35.5”

ktrice Edith Egger is a painter of enormous
discipline and vision, intriguing in her talent and in
her contradictions. Her work exists at the crossroads
of disciplines, both modern and classic. Her skills are
immediately apparent, yet her subject and approach resist
simple definition. For instance, Egger displays a great skill
for fine gradations of light and shadow, meanwhile crafting
untamed textures more familiar in Abstract Expressionists.
She composes sensual figures in breathtaking poses, yet
probes deeply into the soul through sensitive portraiture and
still-life. These types of dichotomies exist freely together,
like love and loss of freedom, a familiar thematic element
in Egger’s oeuvre. With the same qualities of drama and
dynamism, Egger explores symbolic meaning through
particular items devoid of contextual information. The rose,
like her figures, presents an emotion like excitement, worry,
or acceptance. The outer edges of her works crackle with
texture and open up a central void where the singular rose
wrapped in chain or tapestry darts across the canvas. With
an amazing talent for rendering texture, whether smooth

Oil on Linen

12” x 33.5”

Aktrice at Work in her Studio

flesh, delicate petals, or cold steel, Egger paints the world
with an ambitious realism. In oils or mixed media on linen,
she infuses her works with a distinctive air of drama through
subtle shading, theatrical lighting, and tight cropping.
The great masters in the history of painting have been
a constant source of admiration for Egger. She calls her
personal technique “Simultan Art,” for the manner in which
her subjects project outwards from the painted surface, an
illusory quality only available to persons of great expertise.
“I like to use the elaborate oil-painting technique—now
almost forgotten—of the old masters, in an unmistakable
combination of abstract compositions, in mixed media
worked with a wide variety of materials,” she explains. Egger
has accomplished extensive training in many techniques,
including oil and fresco painting, by teachers in Austria and
Italy. Her paintings have brought international recognition
and have been purchased, published, and exhibited around
the world. Egger presently lives in Obervellach, Austria.
Websites: www.aktrice.obervellach.net
www.Art-Mine.com/ArtistPage/Aktrice_Edith_Egger.aspx
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Memorable Receptions from Around the World

Barcelona, Spain: Christine Drummond (L) with
guests at the exhibition at the Museum of Pia
Almoina

Dubai, UAE: Susanne Jonak (center), Mrs. Nouri
and Dr. Christian Haas at the sneak preview at
gallery “Carbon 12”

Pointe à Pitre, Guadeloupe: Alain Lacki (center)
at his exhibition at Radio France Outremer

Bologna, Italy: Gayl Sharabi at her exhibition at
the De Marchi Gallery

Yokohama, Japan: Dan OBANA (3rd from L) and
his art collegues at his exhibition at Yokohama
Citizens Gallery

Timmendorfer Strand, Germany: Magda Hogh
shows new paintings at her exhibition opening in
Kultur Hau Trinkkur Halle

Villasanta-Milano, Italy: Maria Trezzi (L) at
the opening reception of her recent exhibition in
Villasanta-Milano, Italy Bosè

Deauville, France: Béatrice Burel with one of her
paintings at La Galerie de Tourgeville

Bucharest, Romania: Anna Ravliuc at Casa
Vernescu and Casino Palace for the opening
reception of her exhibition “Starlight Empress
Collection”

New York, USA: Masaki Asakawa in Altered States
of Reality, November 2008

Varna, Bulgaria: Georgi Baylov (L) with guests at
his recent exhibition

Dubai, UAE: Marina Harris (L) with guests
during her exhibition ‘MELANGE’ at the Dubai
Community Theatre & Arts Centre
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Girona, Spain: Montserrat Benito Segura (R) and
her friends in the presentation of her documentary
“To Live in the I Biennial of Photography of
Girona”

Melbourne, Australia: Jools (R) with fellow artists
at the opening reception of her exhibition “Does
The Noise In My Head Bother You?”

Tel-Aviv, Israel: Shifra Levyathan (R) at the
opening of her acclaimed exhibition “At Eye’s
Level,” which circulates throughout Israel

New York, USA: Thierry Fazian at his recent
exhibition at Agora Gallery

New York, USA: Gallery Director, Angela Di Bello
(3rd from L) at recent reception with Agora Gallery
staff (from far L) Clara Lemaire, Mary Ellen
Henderson and Sabrina Gilbertson

Munich, Germany: Michael Berger (L) and
Markus Boesckhorst at the reception of the “EPI
Artists Exhibition” at the EPO

Washington DC, USA: Marina Reiter (L) and
guests at the Foundry Gallery at her exhibition,
Gallery Art Prima

San Diego, USA: Sain-Morar (middle) wth two of
her collectors at Noel-Baza Gallery

Melbourne, Australia: Sally West at her exhibition
at the Charles Smith Gallery, Fitzroy

Madrid, Spain: Jenifer Carey (middle) with her
guests at the opening of her exhibition at ARTE
XXI Gallery

Zaragoza, Spain: Susana Guardiola (R) at her
recent exhibition at the COOEA Gallery

New York, USA: Marieke Russel speaks about her
work at her recent exhibition at Agora Gallery
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“I Didn’t Win the Prize, Now (So) What?”
by Ira Goldberg Executive Director of the Art Students League of New York
As the executive director of a prominent art school, I often
serve on juries for art exhibitions and competitions. I also
want to say at the outset that as a painter, I have also submitted work to many juried shows and have had my share
of rejections as well as acceptances. Recently I judged the
Chelsea International Art Competition at Agora Gallery, in
which the works of 40 artists were selected for the exhibition and other venues. Several artists won cash awards, but
hundreds of artists went away dejected, disappointed, or
with only the minor satisfaction of having tried and failed.
For those artists the questions arise, “Why didn’t I win?

“Why didn’t I win? How
can they not see how
good I am? How can I
do better next time?”

How can they not see how good I am? How can I do better next time?” Of course, the essential issue behind these
questions—“What is art?”—is a subject more appropriate
for 150,000 words than for 1,500. Below are some thoughts
about getting back to work after a disappointment and getting ready for the next submission.
First Step: failure is an option. Entering competitions is
important. It keeps one “in the game”. Accepting rejections
is just as important. Failure is necessary if an artist is going to advance and find his or her signature—the qualities
that make an artist’s expression unique. But finding one’s
voice doesn’t come from conjuring something no one ever
did before. It comes from working through problems and
pushing the canvas envelope to see how far you can go
with color, line and design. Art, perhaps more than any
other endeavor, requires a willingness to fail. Failure is part
of the learning process.
I remember teaching a summer children’s class at the
League and watching 12-year-olds working meticulously
copying comic book images. After an hour of non-stop
work, one of the boys tore up his drawing. “Why did you do
that?” I asked. “I messed up,” was his reply. “You’re supposed to mess up!” I told him. Exploration and discovery
are integrated in the creation of art. We don’t stamp out a
product. Every time we approach the easel or the sculpture
stand we are challenged anew. That means that sometimes we fall flat on our face. Artists who allow themselves
to fail learn from that failure. That’s how we evolve.
Patience, unlearning, and learning the language. Ev26 ArtisSpectrum

eryone wants to be deemed a genius, the next Picasso or
the next Rembrandt. Students and emerging artists have a
fantasy that somehow they’ll wake up one day, everything
will fall into place, and every piece they make will sell for
four or more figures. The truth is that art is a language with
its own intrinsic vocabulary and grammar unlike written or
spoken language. It takes a long time to learn. Part of that
process consists of “unlearning” preconceptions that we all
bring to the table when we start. “I want to draw what I
see,” is often the mantra of beginners. It doesn’t take long
before they realize that seeing in terms of art is a very different process.
I remember studying drawing with Robert Beverley Hale,
who taught us how to see the body in terms of mass conceptions: a square for the base of the hand, cylinders for
the fingers, etc. I was having a hard time getting it. So I
was going to show Mr. Hale how it should really be done.
By keen observation I followed the contour of every part of
the model by basically drawing a map of the body and feeling incredibly confident that all that mass conception stuff
was just a waste of time. Then I looked at the drawing…
and went back to studying mass conceptions.
It takes years to get to a point when one can speak a new

Art Students League instructor Costa Vavagiakis with a student

language fluently and art is no different. Simple phrases
have to be mastered before complex statements. This is
a lifelong pursuit, but the further one pursues the language
creation, the greater the rewards.
Go to a museum. As an art educator, I believe it should
be a top priority of any school of fine art to teach cognitive
skills—recognition, analysis, understanding, and eventually execution. The best way of doing that is by studying the
work of the masters.
Emerging artists need to see the works by (I’ll limit myself

“But just being passionate is
not enough. For all the emotional quality one sees in a Van
Gogh painting, he completely
understood color and design.
He studied the old masters,
Japanese prints, worked in a
gallery, was influenced by artists like Montecelli.”
here to the Western canon) Rembrandt, Titian, Velazquez,
van der Weyden, Rubens, Chardin, Claude Lorraine, Raphael, Tintoretto, Poussin, Bernini, van Eyck, Ingres, Hals,
Picasso, Cezanne, de Kooning, Seurat, Van Gogh, Matisse
and Corot. Any serious artist is constantly going to museums to look at great works of art. It is equivalent to learning
technique. You have to continually go back and re-examine how and why a great work of art works. What makes
it compelling? Is it just the technique of rendering? What
about the composition, the drawing, the division of space,
the color relationships, tonal relationships, the repetition of
form, the negative space between the forms? And yes, the
originality and the passion. But just being passionate is not
enough. For all the emotional quality one sees in a Van
Gogh painting, he completely understood color and design.
He studied the old masters, Japanese prints, worked in a
gallery, was influenced by artists like Montecelli. Cognitive
skills cannot be developed unless one can understand all
those factors that go into making a work of art. And it takes
time.
The commercial question. So by now you must be thinking, “I’ll be working my office job until I’m 85 before I can expect any results.” Don’t despair. There are artists showing
and selling their work in galleries every day. But it’s very
difficult to make a living at it. Many serious artists think that
“art career” is an oxymoron. One of my instructors at the
League told me, “If you’re here to learn a trade, leave now!”
I think that you have to be compelled to pursue art. You
have to want it badly. It’s definitely not a career choice.
Of course, there are careers in computer graphics, animation, cartooning, game design, product design, etc. They
all require fundamental artistic skill. The more one knows
how to draw and understand form and design, the better
one is equipped to master the technologies that drive these
artistic fields.
Have I mentioned the Art Students League? The Art Stu-

dents League of New York has adhered to its approach of
teaching and training artists throughout its 134 year history
with these core values: accessibility through low tuition,
autonomy for instructors to teach without administrative or
curricular restriction and freedom for students to choose
and follow their own course of study for as long as they
need and desire.
In the League’s atelier environment, students can opt to

The Art Students League on 57th Street

take classes ranging from academic drawing to abstract
painting to welded sculpture and assemblage. We have
90 instructors, all professional, working artists who teach
with the same passion they bring to their work. Of course
we can boast having taught more artists who went on to
have prominent careers than any other institution: Georgia O’Keeffe, Lee Bontecou, Frederick Remington, Norman
Rockwell, Jackson Pollock, Roy Lichtenstein, Helen Frankenthaler, Al Held, Mark Rothko, Barnett Newman, Ben
Shahn, Louise Nevelson, Eva Hesse, Maurice Sendak, Cy
Twombly, James Rosenquist, Romare Bearden and Will
Barnet—just to name a few. But these greats represent a
fraction of a percent of our alumni. The League’s community is a cross-section of students aged 9 to 90, from all
backgrounds and walks of life. Each studio class has students with years of experience and professional aspirations
working next to novices who have just begun.
The sharing of work and ideas is crucial to the League’s
philosophy and to the growth of artists. The League’s environment and community will continue to thrive as long as
there is a drive in us to create.
Artistic thinking makes one see the world in a different way.
Everything changes, is renewed, has possibilities. Nothing remains the same. But only through patience and perseverance can an artist come to that realization. Artistic
expression is an innate human trait. Everything discussed
here pertains to that. There is no greater human endeavor.
Back to the studio and on to the next competition!
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Etched in Light : Spotlight on Marty Maehr
by Aaron Deland

Marty in his Studio

V

ery spiritual at his innermost roots, American artist
Marty Maehr seeks to represent the ineffable, speaking
through the most essential visual elements to allow his
audience to feel and meditate. Working with primarily oil
on canvas, Maehr employs a thick impasto application of
paint, crafting a rich symbolic schema in color and form
while often avoiding representation altogether.
In technicolor boldness and clarity, we are transported to
where sunlight or stars beam down upon a world teeming
with life, an Edenic place of innocence and wonder. Maehr
possesses a deep-seated kinship with nature. The energies
of plants and animals, along with the elemental forces of
light, water and wind, appear to reach out towards a horizon
through Maehr’s rich strokes of paint. One may discover
vistas of lush valleys and rolling hills flowing under lunar
bodies and fiery sunsets. These paintings are not just pretty
playthings, but spiritual endeavors. Maehr is deeply involved
with philosophy, naming Emerson, Lao Tzu, Nietzche and
Plato as influential to his thinking in addition to Biblical and
ancient Chinese beliefs. These thinkers stimulate Maehr’s
creative mind and through painting he is able to let his
thoughts become a reality, pouring out from mind to matter.
“I have the utmost respect for the creative process and how
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“The color wheel, to me, mirrors the human soul.”

The Conversion on the Way to Damascus After Caravaggio
Oil on Canvas 36” x 48”

Like Kandinsky who wrote
“Color is the keyboard, the
eyes are the hammer, the
soul is the piano with the
strings”, Maehr harnesses
the power inherent in the
visible spectrum to convey
a sense of harmony and
resonant beauty.

Fertile Valley Birds

Oil on Canvas

30” x 21”

it is able to work its way through all of us in a transcendent/
transformative sort of way.” He significantly adjusts his
palette for each piece. Most of Maehr’s works achieve a
stained glass intensity of color, as brilliant crimson and
vivid springtime green flood through a framework of heavy
black lines. “The color spectrum has become a language
for me,” Maehr explains. “The color wheel, to me, mirrors
the human soul.”
There is a certain good-natured mystique about his body
of work, incorporating a complex array of emotions and
thoughts. They function as poems, lyrically pointing to a
meaning while tickling our mind’s eye; in the end, they serve
to enrich our own faculties of reason. His body of work is
fresh and fun like a youthful person yearning for more and
more understanding and experience. This is why Marty
Maehr’s paintings will continue to captivate audiences for
years to come, a burgeoning artistic career that shows no
signs of slowing.
Websites: www.maehrcreations.net
www.Art-Mine.com/ArtistPage/Marty_Maehr.aspx
Aphrodite’s Riddle

Oil on Canvas

48” x 36”
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MONIKA GRYGIER

Miercoles A Las 23:45 En La Ciudad

R

Acrylic on Canvas

39.5” x 39.5”

uth le Cheminant’s expressionist landscapes
deconstruct breathtaking visions of nature according
to a unique mode of composition. The influence of late
Cézanne can be striking, but le Cheminant’s aesthetic
sensibility involves more radical dissections of pictures’
constitutive elements. The scale of these deconstructions
owes something to Australia’s sweeping landscapes, where
she has spent most of her life and still lives and works.
Sorting through vistas of brilliant reds, soft greens and
crepuscular purples, le Cheminant uncannily emphasizes
colors and forms while maintaining a sense of the greater
whole.
She applies acrylic paints in broad strokes moving between
measured precision and expressive scrawling. At these
extremes, le Cheminant conveys eerily calm and frantically
chaotic scenes. She generally combines the two modes of
application, creating dynamic landscapes that are highly
specific yet universal. Her work resembles that of a linguist:
beginning with a fully formed and conjugated landscape, she
disassembles it into contingent parts and presents these as
the universal stuff that makes up our surroundings. There’s
no mistaking the mythic scale, elemental sparseness and
striking colors of the Australian outback and Blue Mountains
in these stylized views. Still, Ruth le Cheminant pulls those
places’ features apart in such a way that they suddenly
don’t seem so different from the American Southwest or the
Appalachian Mountains.
Websites: www.ruthlecheminant.com
www.Art-Mine.com/ArtistPage/Ruth_le_Cheminant.aspx
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M

onika Grygier’s works reveal a dual commitment to
capturing the energy of the modern urban cityscape, as
well as the human soul transfixed within that phantasmagoric
moment. Like a jazz composition, her arrangements work
through the inspired disarray of the individual components.
These pieces all fit together and express a unified view
due to their disjointed energy. Her works tumble and spill
about on the canvas, where a vortex of energy summons
our focus.
Her work often echoes the straight lines and right angles
of the canvas itself, but in her visual reverberation she is
summoning the energy that is within those restrictions,
as straight lines and corners infringe on and are infringed
upon by blank space. The weight of the space between her
floating, colliding objects gives her work a dynamic energy.
Monika has said that in her work she is answering the
artist’s highest challenge of capturing the soul on canvas.
In making the leap of faith and finding a soul in our chaotic
urban arrangements, Monika has been able to convey
the order not only of our world, but of the human soul as
it perceives the universe. If art is a mirror, Monika Grygier
has taken the risk and created a divine mirror to reveal the
human soul within the world.
Websites: www.monikagrygier.com
www.Art-Mine.com/ArtistPage/Monika_Grygier.aspx

RUTH LE CHEMINANT

Climbing Towards Heaven

Acrylic on Canvas

40” x 40”

PATRICK GIROD

HEDY MAIMANN
For Viennese artist Hedy
Maimann, the process is
all. Her intuitive method
channels her immediate
impressions and emotions directly to the canvas resulting in softly layered, dense mixed-media
Footprints Oil on Canvas 31.5” x 39.5”
compositions that stand
as physical manifestations of her spiritual and aesthetic ideas.
Working primarily in oils, Hedy uses both representational and
non-representational imagery in combination with icons and
symbols relating to her spiritual beliefs in her harmonious compositions. In this way, her works communicate not just her inner psychological life, but also a larger vision pertaining to the
peaceful effects that art can induce in the individual and society.
As a child, she escaped the constraints of a rigid upbringing and
the pressures of cultural difference by committing herself passionately to all forms of visual and performance art. She now
concentrates most exclusively on her visual art practice through
which she has found the perfect vehicle for expressing her calm
and soulful aesthetic philosophy. Hedy Maimann’s work has
been exhibited in solo and group exhibitions in Austria, Italy and
New York.
Websites: www.mon-art.eu
www.Art-Mine.com/ArtistPage/Hedy_Maimann.aspx

NAOYUKI OKADA
Naoyuki Okada uses
delicate rice paper and
subtle light effects to
create
compositions
that evoke a sense of
the sublime. The shiftMind Explosion
Acrylic & Watercolor 30” x 57”
ing, expansive, non-objective works remind the viewer of the most macrocosmic
and microcosmic events in nature. Okada, in essence, attempts to recreate the same contemplative and communicative state that a person experiences in connection with
the natural. Okada uses his work to remind us “how powerful people’s perceptions can be.” Okada, a native of Osaka,
Japan, came to settle in New York in the early nineties after
spending his formative years in a nomadic trek all over the
European continent, a Bildungsroman that took him to Switzerland, Holland, Italy, England and France. In his acrylic
and watercolor compositions, one senses universality.
These works appear to be born of a need to communicate
beyond culture and language and this artistic effort to communicate a phenomenological truth is perhaps no less than
one would expect from such a genuine traveler.
Websites: www.naoyukiokada.com
www.Art-Mine.com/ArtistPage/Naoyuki_Okada.aspx

Flowers Under the Sun

Oil on Canvas

24” x 20”

T

he art of Patrick Girod is urgent and immediate. It
gives viewers little time to think, drawing them into a
kinetic, expressive reality that is far less spontaneous
than the conventional world we live in. Girod uses oil with
the abandon of Pollock and incorporates figuration with
a tongue-in-cheek wit that resembles Picasso’s. Yet, with
its contemporary, technologically informed palette, his
work has taken what it needs from art history and moved
confidently into the 21st Century’s cultural landscape.
Girod’s practice has been referred to as neuronal
impressionism, emphasizing the vivacious way in which his
paintings play upon viewers’ nerve endings. His work starts
with emotion. An event, sensation, or feeling bursts onto
an empty canvas, growing from an unrealized dream into a
fantastic reality. Paint pools and dances. Colors weave in
and out of each other. Gardens, sometimes jungles, emerge
out of vibrant choruses of marks. Yet Girod’s paintings never
become dense. He uses, at most, three hues per artwork
and he is firmly committed to simplicity; he understands
the range of intensity conveyed in a single mark. Girod’s
minimalism makes the dynamism of his work all the more
stirring, inviting viewers to experience the poignant force of
each gesture.
Patrick Girod has exhibited throughout Europe. He lives
and works in both France and Switzerland.
Websites: www.derisoart.blogspot.com
www.Art-Mine.com/ArtistPage/Patrick_Girod.aspx
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Lessons From the Bone Yard of the Old Masters
by David J. LaBella

T

hey have lived in our imagination for so long that, if one
takes a moment to consider them and stands still with
eyes half closed and allows the mind to roam free, almost
everyone can picture them roaming over some primitive,
primordial landscape—occasionally in small groups but
more often singly, moving slowly and deliberately from one
location to another, silent, pausing from time to time to take
in their surroundings. Their odd and outlandish appearance
and lumbering gait belies the keen instincts that have kept
them alive through the long years and makes them seem
to us, separated from them by our sophisticated modern
trappings and by the long evolution that has served to
establish our dominion over our world, dim-witted and
unlovely. Even now, we wonder if they may have been
capable of understanding the inevitability of the march of
progress; if, as they trod the forests and plains of places
long since brought under the yoke of human industry and
agriculture, they might have had some vague premonition
of the doom that lay in wait for them all. Indeed, it seems
now that we know of them only by the antiquated relics
and remains they have left behind; curiosities better left
to the endless bone yard that is history. Do I speak of
dinosaurs? Not exactly, for I am one: they are large-format
film photographers—walking anachronisms untouched
by automatic and digital technology; slowly grinding out
images one by one on sheet film. A proud but somewhat
stubborn lot, given to a certain stodgy satisfaction about
their art; carrying on a tradition that reaches back over 150
years. There are even a few who still produce contact prints
on glass plates, refusing even the relative convenience of
film. The common thread that binds them together in their
method is the care, discipline and precision they bring to
their art, and their appreciation for the history to which they
belong—as honorable an artistic tradition as any.
In any examination of an artistic tradition or of the history of
an artistic medium there are, inevitably, questions about the
evolution of the art form that must be raised: is the passage
from past to present to future necessarily beneficial to the
medium, or is any improvement or benefit merely incidental
or even accidental? Do we see genuine progress over time
or are we better off taking each period as it is on its own?
Who is to judge? And, most notably for the individual artist,
do we learn the lessons of the old masters and create
something better, or do we create something that is merely
different? Would one rather remain a dinosaur or become a
new species of artist altogether?
My own research into the history of landscape photography
and nineteenth century landscape painting led me to a
discussion of these issues by Benjamin Champney (b.
1817, d. 1907)—the leading figure in what came to be
known as the White Mountain School of painting in the mid
to late 1800’s (landscape painters similar to the Hudson
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River School in style, technique, and choice of subject
matter)—trained in France with Kensett, an admirer of
Cole and Durand, a contemporary of Church, Gifford,
Casilear, and Bierstadt. In his autobiography “Sixty Years
Memories of Art and Artists,” Champney states, concerning
Impressionism, “All artists should not run after the same
craze, even if it is new and strange. Impression is just as
much a conventional thing as any of the older manners and
by and by, it will have had its day and be superceded by
something still more grotesque, if that is possible, or candid
minds will return to their old allegiance or find new ways
for themselves.” As revered as Impressionism is today, it
is worth recalling that in the first years of the movement
traditionalists reacted with scorn at what they saw as a
violation of accepted, condoned, and expected conventions
of form, technique, and subject rendition, vilifying the new
medium as a rejection of centuries of methods defined
and dictated by enlightened criticism and study. And while
Champney left us no notes concerning Cubism and Abstract
Expressionism, there is little doubt that what he would have
seen in his last years would have filled him with dismay.
The lines are clearly drawn, then, with painting as well
as with photography—is one at once and at all times a
traditionalist or a modernist: the one relying on one method
and set of standards to produce work familiar to observers
of the medium; the other re-defining the methods,
standards and the medium itself according to rules of their
own invention, or at least unfamiliar to others. If the burden
of the traditionalist is that one creates works that probably
resemble any number of previously finished works and that
some explanation of in what context the work was done
may be necessary to their audience, then the burden of
the modernist is that some explanation of what their works
represent and what they mean must always be made in
order to connect with their audience. The traditionalist
gets labeled as lacking in imagination and independence;
the modernist as mercenary and lacking in any respect
for history. It may be true that Abstract Expressionism,
itself now a century old, has made realism in painting a
marginal vocation by dominating the urban/commercial art
markets and has relegated it to a subordinate role better
suited to suburban and rural art associations; just as digital
photography has come to upstage film photography and
aggressively extend its influence far beyond the bounds
of its original niche in action or casual imagery. Traditional
painting and film photography have perhaps been passed
by and left behind by the relentless march of modernism
and progress; evolving as they do no more quickly than
does a lichen spread over rock, trapped by their own
insistence on time-honored methods and conventional
ideas into depicting the world bit by bit—as it might preserve
its subjects in amber and bury them deeply beneath the
overburden of years, only to be unearthed here and there,

Can’t Help Smiling

Lynda Pogue
Texture & colorist

20 x 20

I’m Over Here

Acrylic

Together

Acrylic 36 x 36

For all true dinosaurs, alas, the inevitable doom awaits.
Any artist only has so much time, and the same circling
buzzards that dog the days of the traditionalist cast their
shadows on those of the modernist as well; whether one
is left standing by the rush to the future or one wakes one
day only to find that another is now the next great new thing
that you were only yesterday. Time leaves behind all but
the most remarkable works of man. So much the better,
for if we are to be remembered at all as creative artists
let it be due to our skill and effort, to our persistence, and
to our understanding of the debt we owe to the masters
upon whose shoulders we stand. If that could be, then
no amount of time spent dragging antiquated equipment
and sensibilities through the dank wilderness would seem
wasted, even for the most hard-headed old dinosaur.

Encaustic & Collage 18 x 24

by those who would take the time to discover them, and
cast them once again in the open light upon the sands of
our cherished memories. Modern art, too, must answer the
challenge that, in a hundred years, the works themselves
are no different from each other; only the names of the
artists and their explanations of meaning change from one
year to the next, and that without the artists’ explanation of
theme and intent, the work is incomprehensible and merely
a form without a true frame of reference for the observer.
Digital photography invites endless manipulation and tends
to breed, some say, quality of composition, mastery of
light and shadow, and attention to detail out of the process
(although the argument can be made that using film itself
creates an artificial image that is a modification of reality).
The traditionalist takes the lessons of the old masters and
adopts them as method, needing no other direction, and
works within those guidelines indefinitely. The modernist
seeks definitions within their own individuality and aspires
to evolve their method according to their own direction.
Champney, again, offers a clear insight into the conflict—
quoting a letter written by the American painter Washington
Allston (b.1779, d. 1843) to one of his students, “The old
masters are our masters, not to imitate but to get means to
enable us to see for ourselves, and impress upon canvas
our own thoughts and ideas. Individuality in art is what must
be sought for. We must not imitate, but look for the means
and skill others have used before us and adapt the methods
to our own development.” The answer, then, would seem
to lie in a synthesis of history and individuality—allowing
elements of both to combine and create work that may take
either a traditional or a modern form but that is relevant to
the audience and yet is uplifting for the artist. One must
not descend into mere imitation—constant improvement
in technique and in rendering the subject matter does not
automatically preclude the spirit of creativity and spontaneity;
an awareness of the history of the medium does not imply a
self-imposed prohibition of evolution or vision. Old masters
are no less important to modern art than they are to older
forms. Art is neither all-inclusive nor all-exclusive—not all
that is said to be art is, and no one style or work can stake
its claim above all others; those who would have it one way
at the expense of all others have only their own interests
at heart.

Lynda Pogue is an award-winning artist.

Her paintings are in private collections, corporations,
galleries across North & South America,
South Africa, Europe, and China.
I’m in love with the immediacy
of both encaustic (wax)and water-based media.
They both force me to “be in the moment” like nothing else

Lynda Pogue Studio

Represented by Agora Gallery, NYC
and Covent Garden Fine Art, Canada
Contact Info:
Website: lyndapogue.com
Email: lyndapogue@sympatico.ca

LIZZY FORRESTER

Arrival of Spring

Acrylic on Canvas

15” x 21”

A

relative newcomer to the art world, Lizzy Forrester has
quickly generated a wealth of interest in her spiritually
rich paintings, drawings and pastels. Although the artist
emphasizes the importance of a continuously developing
style, it is clear that Forrester is an immense talent with
an exceptional eye for the fleeting beauty of the natural
world. With a careful stroke of the brush, Forrester captures
the nuances of light as they dance upon brilliantly hued
flowers, verdant green trees and lush pastures. Equally
adept at rendering architecture, Forrester easily translates
the gentle play of light and shadow from plein air to paper.
Infused with her way of life as a Buddhist, Forrester’s art
strives to portray on canvas her spiritual awareness with
soft textures, aesthetic beauty, and stimulating colors that
offer a therapeutic experience to viewers. As the eye travels
across the artistic surface, the mind is transported from the
realities of everyday life to a quiet space, far away, where the
spirit is healed and nurtured. Reflecting upon the peaceful
scenes set forth in each piece, the viewer engages in a
form of meditation, quieting the mind to become absorbed
completely in the work.
Born and raised in England, Lizzy Forrester has lived all of
her adult life in Spain.
Websites: www.lizzyforrestergallery.com
www.Art-Mine.com/ArtistPage/Lizzy_Forrester.aspx

L

ike many other highly innovative artists, Sher Christopher
did not originally intend to set out on her current
creative path. Coming from a family with an engineering
background, she trained in Three Dimensional Design,
starting out as a furniture designer. It is this strong technical
skill and engineered feel that is most strongly evident in her
paper sculptures. Cut with a scalpel, Christopher’s figures
possess a beautiful precision that shows her as a true
master of her craft. Different papers are used and are then
layered and folded, contoured and feathered into complex
three-dimensional figures. Christopher relishes using a
material that is ordinarily flat to challenge our assumptions
about how it should be used. Working with paper alone
allows these solid structures a fragility and depth that is
unique, and adds to the sense of poise of Christopher’s
figures. The most striking thing about them is the sense of
personality with which they are invested and their presence
as individuals. They are imbued with Christopher’s personal
fascination with characters in real life, literature and films.
Many of her pieces have a striking cinematic look to them.
Her work is intimate, fun and constantly engaging.
Sher Christopher lives in her native England and currently
has a studio in Dorset, England.
Websites: www.sherchristopher.com
www.Art-Mine.com/ArtistPage/Sher_Christopher.aspx
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SHER CHRISTOPHER

Bessie

Paper

15.5” x 22.5” x 5.5”

SHIFRA

GISART

A

C-5

Digital Photography

24” x 31.5”

n untamed experience awaits audiences of Israeli
photographer Shifra, where familiar objects take on an
otherworldly form. Her inventive approach to photography
features unusual manipulation of imagery where subjects
shimmer, dissolve, or liquefy. Motion, reflection and rhythm
are the vanguards in Shifra’s creative arsenal. In many
instances the images take on an emotional quality, wherein
subtle lighting may soothe and rapid gesticulations may
shock us into heightened awareness.
With seemingly no boundaries to artistic invention, Shifra
allows us to experience the world through new eyes. What
began as a talent for drawing evolved into photography, a
field transformed by cutting-edge digital programs. The
photographs are abstractions captured from reality, a
fragmented and fascinating view of the world. The year
2007 was a magnificent leap in Shifra’s artistic career; in the
same year that she held two successful solo shows, many
of her works were collected and published. She continues
to exhibit frequently throughout Israel and New York.
Websites: www.shifrart.com
http://www.art-mine.com/ArtistPage/Shifra.aspx

T

he Barcelona photographer, GISART, creates digital
collages that resemble innovative visual encyclopedias.
They simultaneously convey the irrepressible energy
of improvisation and the powerful sense of picking up
some essential thread running through every sector of
our globalized society. Yet for all the disparate imagery
GISART pulls together, the various elements are so
smoothly integrated that the effect rarely overwhelms.
Gently overlapping or flowing calmly into one another, his
assembled images achieve a surprising degree of coherence
and legibility despite being packed into densely coalesced
groups. His free-associative collages ask viewers to draw
connections and causality between the elements he puts
into play.
Somewhere in these collections of images, a clearer
picture of our visual culture comes into focus. Tying
together contemporary news footage, art history, early
photojournalism, modern art, advertising, pop culture
and discarded everyday photography, GISART’s mode of
connecting images varies wildly. In some cases contiguous
pictures are thematically related, elsewhere their subjects
are tangential while they resemble one another aesthetically,
still in other places it’s the very familiarity of the given
images that forms their relation. Unpacking GISART’s
collages, viewers can go in any direction and find multiple
connections, creating patterns in the visual cacophony of
our hyper-mediated world. His works offer new ways of
thinking about and seeing the visual landscape we inhabit.

The Deep

Photograph on Canvas 22” x 27.5”

Websites: www.gomezisart.com
www.Art-Mine.com/ArtistPage/GISART.aspx
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JOHN NIEMAN

Since Sliced Bread

Mixed Media on Paper

21” x 30”

VLADIMIR
TITOV
Vladimir Titov’s abstractions are intensely
aware of their history.
They continually reassert cubism’s relevance, privileging the
fragmented, geometric
shapes that became
prominent in the era of
Pict 01 (Comp. Flight)
Georges Braque and
Oil on Board 21.5” x 25.5”
Pablo Picasso. Abstraction acknowledges life’s inherent strangeness like nothing else
and Titov is keenly attuned to the painting’s metaphoric relationship to lived experience. Titov works in oil, embracing the medium’s textural, vibrant flexibility. His paintings are either pure
formal experiments or derived from still lifes. In either case,
his work emphasizes the sensorial sway of composition. His
paintings are structured precisely and decidedly; his colors are
evocative and carefully orchestrated; yet, ultimately, his paintings create a freeform harmony that defies rational explanation.
Titov’s devotion to abstraction has driven his career since 1960.
He has prominently exhibited in Tallinn, Estonia and St. Petersburg, Russia, and the UK where he participated in Untitled - The
UK’s Largest Artists Fair. His life in Ivangorod, Russia, where he
currently works, was the subject of Kersti Uibo’s 2006 film “Still
Life with Wife.”
Websites: www.titovgallery.com/en
www.Art-Mine.com/ArtistPage/Vladimir_Titov.aspx
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J

ohn Nieman creates arresting works which possess both
the stopping power of commercial advertisements and
the witty humor of pop art. Nieman worked successfully
in the advertising business for many years. Perhaps this
has led to his focus on the juxtaposition of text and image;
how one can inextricably impact on the other. The images
and texts that Nieman creates are however, the visual end
of a conceptual process. Phrases and sayings generate
images and collections of free-associations which are then
placed together. Sometimes the images and text support
each other, but often there is a humorous tension, a hint
of irony. One gets the sense that Nieman enjoys and is
having fun in creating his works. The works are themselves
very appealing. Nieman’s style is representational and
unpretentious, giving the works a fresh, clean feel. His
colors are bright, yet the watercolor and pastels he uses
give them a tone and quality that has a curiously tranquil
feel. The flat watercolor has a beautiful translucent quality
and therefore, it is hard to tell if the text came before or after
the image. The test often melts subtly into the background,
so as the viewer comes in to read it, they are drawn into its
story.
John Nieman’s artwork has been exhibited in galleries
throughout the Northeast, and featured in national and
international juried competitions. He currently lives in New York.
Websites: www.johnnieman.com
www.Art-Mine.com/ArtistPage/John_Nieman.aspx

SUSAN MARX
Susan Marx approaches
painting
with the thoughtful
spontaneity of an impressionist. She assiduously observes
the natural world and
then freely responds
to it. This balance
Flowers, Van Vleck Garden, Montclair, NJ,
between
looking
August 2008 Acrylic on Masonite 16” x 20”
and feeling gives her
paintings their evocative immediacy. Her painting trips to
France have influenced her approach and strengthened her
appreciation for the impressionists. She paints en plein air,
immersed in the scenery that inspires her, and she especially concerns herself with the effect of light upon perception. Marx loves color. In her work, the interaction between
cool and warm colors enacts an essential, constant tension
between contrast and harmony. Equally essential for her
is composition and the two dimensionality of the picture
plane. Marx approaches each painting as an experiment in
spatial design, and her work encourages viewers to experience the sensuousness of paint, color and light, a tactic that
makes familiar imagery newly compelling. Susan Marx has
exhibited internationally. Her works can be found in private
collections in the US, France, Switzerland and Israel. She
currently lives in Orange, New Jersey.
Websites: susanmarxartist.com
www.Art-Mine.com/ArtistPage/Susan_Marx.aspx

MENG YANG

The Night 2

Pen on Canvas

55” x 79”

M

eng Yang has chosen as a tool one of the most
indispensable building blocks in the visual arts—the
straight line—to create complex and powerfully stunning
images. She composes her work with lines that she
entwines and overlaps to produce her imagery, and her
choice of using ink on canvas generates an effect that
can be equated with the look of woven artwork. Meng has
observed that in both art as well as science, the line is one
of the most vital and irreducible forms, and in personalizing
this most rudimentary element, she is able to reestablish
her love of the rich tradition of Chinese nature painting. Her
subject matter varies—she at times presents floral imagery,
or images from daily life, or she creates fragmentary
abstractions that are reflections of her inner life. The modern,
ironic aspect to her work is that she uses a network of highly
detailed lines and a very structured composition to create
time-honored images which have, as their subject matter,
sublime visions of nature. Meng has come full circle in her
growth as an artist. She is revisiting traditional imagery, but
she is creating it in her own idiosyncratic way. While Meng
Yang’s art is personal, it also touches the viewer with its
power and its inspiring beauty.
Website: www.Art-Mine.com/ArtistPage/Meng_Yang.aspx

J

im Lively combines traditional portraiture with cuttingedge design and avant-garde composition in his
provocative and engaging paintings. His primarily female
subjects are often shown in an abstract or semi-abstract
realm, but one that still feels rooted in contemporary
technology, surrounded as they are with bandwidth color
patterns, rows of numbers and text, pixilation and chilly
cityscapes. Never truly integrated into these ultramodern
environments, Jim’s sirens nevertheless maintain their
faith in the familiar blank stare of advertising, that mix of
invitation and challenge which is used to sell everything
from sex to soft drinks. Yet these icons seem alienated
and vaguely lost, transported as they are to a realm where
their environment of prefab colors and jagged shapes
highlight the unreality of their advertising-borne gaze and
by extension, the promises behind the ads. The anxiety
wrought by contemporary media is a major subject of these
works, especially the concern of feeling alienated from one’s
own culture and its expectations. Like an embarrassment
of conspicuous riches, the composition at times seems to
overwhelm Jim’s subjects, even occasionaly threatening
to literally strangle or swallow them. To be sure, these are
sirens sweetly singing, but our enjoyment of them, usually
unhampered by self-reflection, has been mediated by Jim
Lively’s dramatic and satirical imagery.

JIM LIVELY

In Tuned

Acrylic

24” x 36”

Websites: www.jimlivelyart.com
www.Art-Mine.com/ArtistPage/Jim_Lively.aspx
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KERSTIN ARNOLD
Kerstin Arnold captures objects that look
almost too good to be
true. Using luminous
oils to create strikingly
photorealistic images,
Arnold paints the finer things in life—food,
wine, cups of coffee
—with
extravagant
detail. Light shines
perfectly off each piece
Pepper of Many Colors
of glassware, silverOil on Canvas 16” x 16”
ware and drop of water, while unique aerial perspectives create a lush sense of
depth. As Arnold painstakingly adds each color, layer by layer, her paintings convey more complexity than simple renderings. The result is startlingly intimate, as if capturing a finite
moment in time. Arnold, who lives and works in Saarbrücken,
Germany, cites several reasons for her meticulous style, including her background as a draughtswoman. But her main
inspiration is the intimacy and perfection of everyday beauty,
influenced largely by the European lifestyle. “I enjoy capturing daily objects, but also persons and portraits from unusual
perspectives,” Arnold says. “It is important for me that my
paintings have a positive effect.” With this approach, Kerstin
Arnold brings a sense of rich grandeur to her work.
Websites: www.arnoart.de ; www.kerstin-arnold.com
www.Art-Mine.com/ArtistPage/Kerstin_Arnold.aspx

530 West 25th Street Chelsea, New York City, NY
Tel: 212-226-4151 / Fax: 212-966-4380
www.Agora-Gallery.com / info@Agora-Gallery.com
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JI CHEN
Ji Chen’s paintings
are a testament
to
n a t u r e ’s
precarious beauty.
The
viscous,
animated gestures
that make up his
landscapes equally
resonate
with
Romanticism and
Expressionism,
creating
an
Bushfires of the North
experience
that
Oil on Canvas 60” x 64”
is as much about
sensation as it is about freedom. Chen creates spaces that
evoke human emotion, inviting the audience in while also
reinforcing the viewers’ autonomy. The individual majesty
of his landscapes is self-sufficient and non-discursive. It
asks for nothing but admiration. An artist who finished his
education in Shanghai, but later became an Australian citizen,
Chen has been influenced by both Eastern and Western
traditions. His work engages the Chinese concept of “chi,”
embodying nature’s vitality, and interacts with landscape
paintings’ Eastern and Western legacies. Yet nature itself
is Chen’s one constant inspiration. A recipient of the Victor
Harbour Award, the Fleurieu Peninsula Art Prize and The
Best of Show Award at the Herald Sun Camberwell Art
Show, among others, Chen has exhibited internationally.
He currently works in Melbourne, Australia.
Websites: www.jichenart.com
www.Art-Mine.com/ArtistPage/Ji_Chen.aspx

JENIFER CAREY

SUSANA GUARDIOLA

T

here is a vital spiritual element expressed in Susana
Guardiola’s paintings, one that speaks to our longing
for something beyond ourselves that we traditionally
search for in the mirror of nature. Hence, the beauty of
much of her work lies in her detailing of delicate flora and
in the magisterial intricacies of trees. By presenting both
the sturdiness as well as the fragility of nature, Susana
captures the evocative power of her subjects. A tree is a
living example of the complex contradictions so often found
in the universe, and it is a testament to Susana’s aesthetic
dedication that she is able to render both this vulnerability
as well as the potency with equal commitment. Like benign
explosions of liquid color, her subjects reveal their delightful
details as well as their greater significance with all the lush
sensation of a spring morning. At times they are portrayed
up close, at other times through a hazy distance, with
earth and sky often included, as if two vital halves of this
mysterious splendor. Saturated as they are in color as well
as in Susana’s deep obligation to communicating her love
of the world and the human spirit, Susana Guardiola’s art
is a stunning example of work that transcends the level of
beauty and serves as nourishment for the soul.
Zoco of Marrakech I

Oil on Canvas

51” x 38”

Websites: www.susanaguardiola.com
www.Art-Mine.com/ArtistPage/Susana_Guardiola.aspx

O

wing much to masters of the art world such as Matisse,
Jenifer Carey’s work has a distinct and engaging style.
In her sculptures, prints and paintings she uses a varied
palette of vibrant colors and strong deliberate brushstrokes
in oil through which to convey her immense interest in
people caught in the moment and a sheer sense of joie de
vivre.
In scenes initially dominated by dynamic figures, it is the
colors and quick expressive brushstrokes that are the
real heart of Carey’s work. Deep blues and creams sit
next to striking reds, oranges and pinks, laid down with
an irrepressible energy. Carey seems to revel in the stark
contrast between the greyness of her native England and the
intense heat and hues of Spain—her current home. There
is a lusciousness and exoticism of the figures—fishermen
in overalls work on the quayside, musicians come together
to play jazz, figures in traditional robes hustle and haggle
in the marketplace—and around the impressions of these
people is an atmosphere charged with vitality and energy.
The compositions snap with captured movement, their
luminous beauty infused with something higher.
Jenifer Carey currently lives and works in Madrid, Spain as
a full-time physiotherapist. She regularly exhibits in group
and solo shows.
Personality

Oil on Canvas

39.5” x 31.5”

Websites: www.jenifercarey.com
www.Art-Mine.com/ArtistPage/Jenifer_Carey.aspx
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FOTIS GALANOPOULOS

Light

Oil on Canvas

20” x 59”

V

isionary Greek painter, Fotis Galanopoulos,
orchestrates rapturous images that convey elemental
and timeless qualities. His subject matter varies widely
but it is never topical or related to modernity. Instead,
Galanopoulos reminds us that our purpose is simple, that
we are beings of awareness and our charge is to explore
all that surrounds us. And so, in this spirit, he paints
abstractions of tribal days, explorations of the universe and
scenes of maritime beauty.

His style is as personal as his subjects. He applies paint
heavily, stroke after stroke, building up layers of color,
creating a rich impasto and charging the image with emotional
power and movement. His palette fluctuates between joyous
colors and deep brooding hues. Tempestuous skies recall
El Greco, while his sublime works often recall Kandinsky’s
palette, all the while remaining firmly individualistic in
presentation.
Galanopoulos has a strong relationship to the sea. In fact,
many of his paintings include boats and sails, vistas of the
coastline, or the astounding variety of creatures that live within
the oceans. Water and the universe become metaphors for
the womb, a place where one’s consciousness may grow
to a profound realization of who we are. He believes that
painting “fascinates the soul and it gives spark in the logic
to begin to search in order to comprehend and interpret.”
Galanopoulos’ images require personal attention on behalf

Water and the universe
become metaphors for
the womb, a place where
one’s consciousness may
grow to a profound realization of who we are.
Reasonable and Contradictions
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Oil on Canvas

40” x 40”

Fotis in his Studio

in this spirit, he paints abstractions of tribal days,
explorations of the universe, and scenes of
maritime beauty.
of the audience. While certain paintings are direct, many
remain very abstract, containing sophisticated motifs in a
powerful swirling chaos out of which pours the beauty of life.
His creative process plays out in stages, each one forming
a quality of the finished piece. Painting with a palette knife,
Galanopoulos applies the oil paint heavily and intuitively,
creating the chaotic energy that forms the foundation of his
work. Thereafter, he brings to the canvas a sense of order
and meaning, like the calm that arises after a powerful
storm.
D.N.A.

Oil on Canvas

40” x 40”

His creative life has been influenced by the archetypes
of Greek mythology, the totemic imagery of indigenous
Americans, and time in the form of the passing seasons.
Galanopoulos exhibits his work frequently around Greece,
Cyprus, and the United States. He has also enjoyed several
artist profiles on Greek television. He works out of his
studios in Drama and in Heraklion on Crete.
Website: www.Art-Mine.com/ArtistPage/Fotis_Galanopoulos.aspx
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S

pontaneity, action, passion and emotion fill the
energetic canvases vibrantly painted by Kerrie
Warren. By allowing her unconscious emotions to guide
her brush, Warren creates powerfully vivid works of gestural
abstraction. Her active style places her directly in the work,
her bold spirit present in every confident splatter of acrylic.
In fact, the artist handcrafts every aspect of each finished
canvas herself, from the stretching, to the whitewashing, to
the painting itself. Therefore, she develops an ever-growing
relationship with the work, which touchingly comes through
in the finished products.
Though her works are reminiscent of the seminal abstract
painter Jackson Pollock, they are entirely contemporary,
rooted in the artist’s own modern existence and unique
experiences. In each painting, she refines the conceptual
ideals held by the Abstract Expressionists, reinterpreting
them and translating her own artistic vision into a movement
all her own. As pigments build upon one another, layer upon
layer, Warren conjures a tenuous balance. Carefully, she
harnesses the rhythmic movement of her strokes, pulling
them together to produce a work of stunning, if unlikely,
harmony.
Born in Melbourne, Australia, Kerrie Warren has formally
studied painting and ceramics and holds a degree in
transpersonal art therapy. She currently lives and works as
a full time artist in Crossover, Victoria.

KERRIE WARREN

Big Dreaming, New York!

Acrylic on Canvas

47” x 78”

Websites: www.kerriewarren.com.au
www.Art-Mine.com/ArtistPage/Kerrie_Warren.aspx

SUZETE MARTINS

Village

Acrylic on Canvas

36” x 48”

T

he eclectic Brazilian painter, Suzete Martins, fashions
rich, highly textured works that are steeped in beauty
and philosophy. Though her works are typically non-figural
abstractions, Martins’ painting deals with a variety of timeless
subjects such as love, hope, celebration, and community.
Her use of color allows meaning to permeate the work as
the viewer’s eye recedes deeply into the viscera of the
painting, searching like a hunter for hidden truths. Martins’
oeuvre recalls a wide variety of physical phenomena such
as the powerful interaction of plate tectonics or the haunting
and awe-inspiring beauty of evening forests. Most of her
works have an underlying geometric compositional quality
comparable to constructionist or De Stijl styles, where bold
lines and rectangles push and pull the viewer’s eye around
the canvas. Martins experiments with a variety of media
including sand, paper, or fabric and she is not tied to one
style in particular. In certain paintings she crafts a light,
lyrical quality while retaining the rich texture so characteristic
to her work. While in others, she employs the color field,
applying layer upon layer of color, which shimmers and
pulsates without being constricted by subjective matter.
Each painting is a journey for both the artist and the viewer,
peering out to discover meaning and beauty in life. Martins
currently resides in Buffalo, NY.
Websites: www.suzetemartins.com/
www.Art-Mine.com/ArtistPage/Suzete_Martins.aspx
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PAULINE HORRICKS

Moon Shadow 2

Oil on Masonite

32.5” x 60”

T

he light shimmering across Pauline Horricks’ paintings
has neon highlights suggesting that her still life and
landscape scenes might be unfolding on some distant
planet. These aren’t the warm oranges of the southern sun
or the damp rays of the tropics. The North Ontario native
shows an uncanny sensibility for capturing green, blue,
silver and purple light from the moon as it plays among the
trees and rocks of the Boreal Forest. Horricks harnesses
this light to tease out every detail of surface and texture
in an extremely sharp, stylized beauty. With the moon as
her probing spotlight, she presents the northern forest as a
carefully staged and dramatic scene.
Though Horricks often incorporates great swaths of
darkness into her paintings, these enveloping shadows
allow our attention to wander into her exquisitely rendered
spaces. A meticulous style of application and attention to
detail complements her aesthetic. In the hyper-real lines
and lighting, viewers begin to perceive the smells of the
forest and the sensual profiles of stones, leaves and tree
trunks. Horricks’s ability to conjure memories of distant
forests adds to the uncanny experience of her work.
Presenting familiar scenery cast in a light that seems barely
natural, she creates a landscape that is both surprising and
seductive.
Websites: www.paulinehorricks.com
www.Agora-Gallery.com/Artistpage/Pauline_Horricks.aspx

I

nventive colors, gestural lines and approachable
subject matter make the work of Pepi Vegas a uniquely
pleasurable viewing experience. Frequently choosing
imagery directly from everyday life, Vegas’ work transcends
the realm of simple still life to create something greater.
Working in acrylic paint on paper, Vegas’ paintings have a
decidedly human scale, making them easily relatable. Yet
their glistening, jewel-toned colors captivate the viewer,
making them seem magical and almost otherworldly.
By simplifying forms to their barest essentials, often
delineating them with sprightly applied thin strokes of paint,
her works play with the eye, appearing at once completely
abstracted, yet entirely figurative. Equally fascinating is her
masterful dexterity with acrylic paint. Where some works
have a thick, impasto quality, others painted out of the very
same medium appear light and ethereal, as if painted from
watercolor. Vegas’ recurrent depiction of animal and plant
subject matter comes not only from a desire to paint from
life, but reflects her deep passion for nature and humanity’s
detrimental effects upon it. Vegas’ works connect each
viewer to the inherent beauty of the world around us and
serve as an inspiration to protect those things that are most
fragile.
Pepi Vegas has exhibited internationally and lives and
works in Valencia, Spain.

PEPI VEGAS

Obama Touched by a Star

Acrylic on Canvas

16” x 39”

Websites: www.pepivegas.com
www.Agora-Gallery.com/ArtistPage/Pepi_Vegas.aspx
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For the People
by Bill Buschel
At one point in his life, Bill’s business card had only two words printed on it—World Traveler. Today he’s settled long enough to
cover both sides of the card with all the things he’s involved in. For the past 16 years, along with his writing and storytelling, Bill’s
been producing and hosting Hellenic Public Radio’s arts program: Graffiti. Presently he’s also working on getting two short film
projects off the ground—one starring a handful of paper bag puppets in a noir/quest/musical-comedy. Bill is a bit cagey about
describing the second project, willing to say nothing more than that it is about power and magic.
This past January, he took a few days off to travel down to Washington to join in the celebration of the Obama inauguration.
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DAVID LABELLA
A

s jewels extracted from the cold earth, David LaBella’s
entrancing photographs turn rugged, natural forms into
crystalline reflections of beauty and splendor. The world is a
stage and LaBella’s work explores the meditative splendor
to be found in deep woodlands, delicate flowers and
leaves, endless skies and cool flowing mountain streams.
A self-trained photographer for the last ten years, LaBella
embarked upon his creative path as a lover of nature that
was transformed when he picked up the camera to begin
rendering his technicolor shots of time and place. What
began as a hobby developed into a craft and through his
lens, LaBella displays a deep insight into the emotive power
of the photograph. Perhaps some of his most stunning
work is the monochromatic images, no small feat for
unadulterated outdoor photography. Here we discover a lush
bounty of hydrangea, or writhing roots and tree limbs cast
in a moonlight blue, or fallen leaves that carpet the forest
floor in golden yellow hues—these are images of startling
beauty. Many pieces capture delicate seasonal phenomena
which remind us that we are just visitors in this magnificent,
ethereal world we call Earth. It is this concept that lies very
close to the heart of his creativity. LaBella explains that his
“true mission” as an artist is “expressing the close connection
of American landscape art to the historical process of the
nation and to the close relationship art has had with the
conservation and preservation of what original landscapes
remain.” These are not just photographs of nature, they

David in his Studio

Hydrangea, Westbrook, CT

Starflower, Bold Coast Trail, Cutler, ME

Archival Print

20” x 16”

are one man’s exploration of the sublime natural world
that surrounds us and he hopes that sharing his work may
spark the desire for preservation in others. They invigorate
us, haunt us, and impart a profound peace in our hectic
modern lives so often entwined with technology. LaBella
has exhibited his photographs throughout Connecticut and
New York and his works have been featured in a variety of
leading publications. Presently, he lives in Connecticut and
photographs throughout the United States.
Websites: www.labellaphotographic.com
www.Art-Mine.com/ArtistPage/David_LaBella.aspx

Archival Print

20” x 16”
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JOO HAN

SONJA OLSON

J

I’m Serious

Acrylic on Canvas

60” x 40”

F

oo Han’s paintings are rich with the conflicts,
exclamations, and reconciliations that characterize daily
life. Her energetic palette and labyrinthine imagery turn
each painting into a singular, visceral experience. Swirling
symbols are weighted down by geometric shapes; bodies
grow into gardens; nature becomes one all-encompassing
celebration; spirits become visible. Yet its chaos is what
makes Han’s work heartening. What we hold familiar is
thrown into turmoil, but our imagined realities become
vivid.
Influenced by Korean folk painting, Han openly embraces
her heritage, telling metaphorically rich stories about
human perception. She is interested in the spaces between
states of consciousness and she invites us to witness the
sensorial explosions that occur when imagination collides
with the outside world.
The human body is a constant presence in Han’s work.
Whether we recognize limbs in her churning imagery, or
see her painted marks working together like organs, Han
is ultimately asking us to let our senses take over. She
is asking us to feel life’s mysteries even if we cannot
understand them.
Joo Han received a BFA and MFA from Seoul National
University in Korea and an MA in Painting from Purdue
University in Indiana. Since 1997, she has exhibited in
Korea, Japan, and the United States.
Website: www.Art-Mine.com/ArtistPage/Joo_Han.aspx

or Sonja Olson, art is the medium through which
she can broadcast her messages. Her canvases are
couched in wit and irony. These bright, clean and undeniably
cheery canvases hold stark messages about the state of
the environment and the futility of consumerism, but the
message is delivered through fun. Drawing on pop art,
Olson paints images that are associated with mechanical
image-making processes. Acrylics are skillfully used to
create screen-print effects and comic-book style graphics
on canvas. With flat, intense colors, sharp lines and playful
inversions, the images are also repeated in series in many
pieces, reinforcing the graphic quality of the work. Olson
uses these series to trace a path of exploration through the
work and in the process depict the repetitiveness of modern
consumer culture.
These works look for the viewer to engage with them.
Whether it is in contemplating the series of images in a
work (a pear that is consumed over four canvases, colorful
Smart cars from various angles), reading the writing on the
canvases or noticing the relation between the image and its
title, Olson’s work is truly striking and individual.
An art teacher for twenty-five years, Sonja Olson lives and
paints in Victoria, British Columbia, Canada.
Websites: www.sonjaolson.com
www.Art-Mine.com/ArtistPage/Sonja_Olson.aspx
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The Sleep

Oil & Acrylic on Canvas

36” x 29”

Substantial Reality
64” x 29”
Acrylic and Mixed-Media on Canvas

BEATRICE BUREL
www.beatriceburel.com
www.agora-gallery.com

Represented by Agora Gallery
530 W. 25th Street, New York City

For information:
+ (33) 6 09 34 28 14
or beatriceburel@neuf.fr
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GAYL SHARABI

MARC VAN DER LEEDEN

G

ayl Sharabi’s work is an ongoing exploration of the
act of creating art. She has said that doing the work
feels as though music is playing through her, with her
brush performing the dance. Although Gayl is passionately
process-oriented, she often begins her work with an aesthetic
goal, and finds her inspiration in the developmental process,
with her endpoint often a variation of her original goal. For
Gayl, the journey holds enlightenment. The paintings she
creates out of that dance evoke as many moods as her
wide palette and her skilled, sensitive composition will
allow. The curves of paint, of differing textures, and the
juxtaposition of dark and light is a focus for Gayl in her work.
She investigates the forms of the objective world while also
creating images that reflect her own unique perspective on
her sensory experience. Inspired as she is to transcend the
immediate moment for a wider point of view, Gayl’s art has
always embraced both religion and science, aspiring ever
higher and investigating ever deeper. Gayl Sharabi creates
paintings that invite us to respond with the faith of our best
selves and also with the bravery to honestly look inward, to
follow the artist of faith as she offers us these stunning and
powerful works.
Websites: www.gaylsharabi.com
www.Art-Mine.com/ArtistPage/Gayl_Sharabi.aspx
View From my Studio

Watercolor on Paper

22” x 15”

A

ward-winning artist, Marc van der Leeden, crafts
sensitive watercolor interpretations of cities and their
natural environs that are an absolute pleasure to behold.
With deft rendering skills and a near weightless handling
of paint, trees and hills, buildings and bridges appear as
if out of a mist. His style coincides with the character of
his medium as forms retain the quality of their watery birth
which applies beautifully to organic forms but even more so
to architectural ones. The buildings convey the notion that
all is transitory; they do not feel hard and permanent. In
this way, van der Leeden rejects realistic textures in favor
of a multitude of flowing forms, harnessing the power of
abstraction within a realistic work. The images are infused
with energy, forms pulse and explode towards the horizon.
Natural light is beautifully expressed and pairs well with the
areas of shadow. Van der Leeden’s palette is usually limited
to two colors and his style remains largely impressionistic,
capturing the essence of a locale rather than its fine details.
He deploys minimal strokes in his composition, often
using a great deal of white space or allowing edge fidelity
to become lost within the whiteness of the paper. Van der
Leeden has shown his works throughout the Northeast,
USA. His paintings have been featured in several leading
publications.

Integration 3
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Mixed Media

39” x 27.5”

Websites: www.marcvanderleeden.com
www.Art-Mine.com/ArtistPage/Marc_van_der_Leeden.aspx

MARISA ATHA
Marisa Atha’s photographs
traverse the space between
experience and memory. She
captures common but often
overlooked hallmarks of the
urban experience: industrial staircases, undersides
of bridges, banners floating
above downtown sidewalks.
These images recall quiet
scenes that every city dweller
or tourist has undoubtedly
Look Up (New York)
noted and tucked away while
Digital Photography 30” x 20”
walking through urban streets
or subway tunnels. Through newspaper-like graininess,
saturated colors and blurred movement coupled with bursts
of clarity, Atha memorializes momentary experience, at
once acknowledging the volatility and the sublimity of urbanity. As an artist, Atha understands the ways in which the
mind meshes and reforms its memories. Her photographs
are manipulated to mirror the transformations that occur
as an encounter turns into an intangible recollection. But
Atha makes these recollections tangible again. Through her
photographs, the ephemeral qualities of memory are pulled
back into the physical, visible world. Marisa Atha received
a B.A. from California Polytechnic State University and an
M.M. from San Francisco State. She has exhibited nationally and currently runs ArtSake Studio out of San Francisco.
Websites: www.artsakestudio.com
www.Art-Mine.com/ArtistPage/Marisa_Atha.aspx

APOLO ANTON ARAUZ
Mexican photographer, Apolo
Anton Arauz, transforms urban settings into otherworldly
experiences. He often incorporates found objects that serve as
unique and abstract portals into
a city’s inner meaning. Old and
rotting buildings become beautiful fragments of a forgotten and
sometimes unknown past. Arauz
captures a rusting, brownish-red
industrial ladder, the svelte floor
Train Digital Photography
of a tennis court, and the barbed
47” x 31.5”
wire of a prison entrance with
such delicacy and care, that settings normally termed edgy
and upsetting become at once beautiful and elegant. These
photographs imbue urban dwellings with new life and mysterious vigor, inviting the viewer to delve deeper into the uncovered history of such places. Arauz collects objects from
the sites he photographs and then covers them in Resin
Polyester Plastic, giving a physical dimension to the fleeting moments captured in his artwork. Observation is key to
Arauz’s artistic method; the inanimate objects in his work
are the embodiment of human emotions. The ability to give
such feelings a physical form is what makes Apolo Anton
Arauz’s artwork so mesmerizing with a multitude of hidden
meanings ready to be uncovered.
Website: www.blue021.com
www.Art-Mine.com/ArtistPage/Apolo_Anton_Arauz.aspx

530 West 25th Street Chelsea, New York City, NY
Tel: 212-226-4151 / Fax: 212-966-4380
www.Agora-Gallery.com / info@Agora-Gallery.com
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NADEGE MOREY

Black and Red 1

Acrylic & Collage on Canvas

30” x 30”

Black and Red 2

Acrylic & Collage on Canvas

30” x 30”

T

he French artist, Nadege Morey, grew up in Normandy
and moved to the United States at age 25, searching
for new beginnings and blank canvases. Now, living in New
York, she has elaborated a visual vocabulary over the last
three years that achieves a striking dynamism with stark,
minimalist compositions. Her visually captivating canvases
feature two strong acrylic tones and collaged dictionary
pages arranged into geometric forms and patterns. From
the simple standpoint of visual pleasure, there’s a great
deal of enjoyment to be taken from Morey’s patterns, bold
colors and linear forms. Each work invites viewers into a
movement—whether spiraling, zigzagging or circling—
which one can’t help but follow.
In addition to her work’s visual allure, though, Morey marks
interesting departures from, and dialogs with minimalism.
She continues this aesthetic tradition, but adds the
dimension of collage and text. In so doing, she not only
evokes Kazimir Malevich and Sol LeWitt—whose striped,
colorful geometrics she opens with—but also Jasper Johns
and Picasso—for their central incorporation of text. Morey
tests the limits of collage and minimalism by juxtaposing
them. Her black, red and yellow acrylic forms confound
distinctions between movement and stasis, background and
foreground, depth and surface. Meanwhile, the dictionary
pages figure alternately as backdrop, figure, or another
indeterminate form in the dimensional conundrum.
Even more intriguing than these plays with perspective and
depth, Morey’s dictionary pages introduce an entirely new
experience to minimalism. After all, if that artistic tradition is
predicated on the complete absence of identifiable images,
pasting page upon page of definitions into that environment
58 ArtisSpectrum

Nadege in her Studio

constitutes a fairly radical move. Appearing as abstract
forms from a distance, the details of Morey’s collages are full
of completely literal, representational imagery. This sharp
contrast between the large-scale and minute forms in her
works makes them all the more powerful. Taken at different
levels she seems to deal in monochrome abstraction,
minimalist collage and dramatic text art. However one
reads Morey’s work, though, the process is enjoyable and
engaging.
Website: www.nadegemorey.com

NINA VALETOVA
N

ina Valetova’s elusive and highly innovative oils on
canvas present revolutionary new ideas of postmodern
representation. Blending together both figurative and
abstract imagery, Valetova’s imaginatively colored works
create an almost hallucinatory effect. Lines bend, shapes
undulate and dual feelings of horror and elation combine
and intermingle at every turn. Often drawing comparisons
with Surrealism, Valetova’s works have a dreamlike
quality wherein objects frequently morph into one another,
landscape becoming figure, figures dissolving into total

abstraction. Valetova invites viewers to join her narrative
journey, but excitingly, only relates pieces of the tale.
Viewers then become responsible for deciphering the
remainder of her message, questioning and examining
every line and brush stroke.
The intriguing dual nature of her works continues with
the dichotomy of visual movement that pervades each
canvas. The work seems at once frenetic and active,
yet frozen and almost incomprehensibly calm. Valetova
experiments with dimension and composition, leading to
amazing results: paradoxical works of intended absurdity.
In doing so, she produces works not only of stunning
beauty and philosophical depth, but which comment on the
unpredictability and irrationality of contemporary society.
As unending wars are waged and beloved family members
die, life continues on and as her paintings so poignantly
articulate, when one thing stops another keeps going.
Born in South Ural, Russia, Valetova finds continual
inspiration in her personal history and in the cultural
heritage of her familial lineage. An avid student of Eastern
philosophy, Valetova herself adopts a Zen-like view of the
world which provides a fascinating counterpoint to the
energetic canvases of her art. Yet the intense appearance of
her paintings is no accident. Instead, Valetova consciously
chooses arousing colors and imagery to inspire her viewers
to effect change within the world. Knowing she cannot
do it alone, she hopes those who appreciate her art will
appropriate her message and spread it to the masses.
Websites: www.valetova.info
www.Art-Mine.com/ArtistPage/Nina_Tuqtaman_Valetova.aspx

Nina in her Studio

Claustrophobia

Oil on Canvas

24.5” x 31.5”

Labyrinth

Oil on Canvas

26” x 33”
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MARIA TREZZI

Visit the museum
that is a masterpiece
025_M

TheFrick

Collection

1 East 70th Street, NYC
212 288-0700
Frick.org

The Frick Collection’s newly reopened Fragonard Room
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Inkjet Print, Pen & Paint

16.5” x 11.5”

M

aria Trezzi’s training in Raku-style sculpture has had
a major influence on her art. In Raku, the rough, burnt
edges of pottery become an integral part of the beauty and
truth of the piece. In a similar way, Maria’s visually lush
collages and surreal dreamscapes reveal to us worlds of
sensory details. With the frequent inclusion of found text
and mainstream media images, these works reveal an entire
universal whirlwind of discourse and imagery. Words from
different sources are piled on top of each other, as if part of
an imaginary linguistic landfill. Text seems to explode across
Maria’s powerful canvases, and while they are obviously
fueled by passionate beliefs, there is no sense of being
lectured to. The focus of her work is visual beauty and the
hope for balance and tranquility, a quality strongly present
in these word-based images as well as her mysterious and
enigmatic surreal landscapes. Although she comes from
a family that has always been active in the arts, Maria’s
work is strikingly original and not beholden to any tradition
that has come before her. A desire to unearth long-lasting,
true values in today’s media-fueled world is suggested by
Maria’s work. Her visceral imagery challenges us to look at
ourselves, our values, and our world.
Website: www.Art-Mine.com/ArtistPage/Maria_Trezzi.aspx

SANDRA MUELLER-DICK

Landscapes of the Mind IV

Oil on Canvas

48” x 48”

B

oston-based painter, Sandra Mueller-Dick, channels
her personal experiences and interests into murky,
ghostly visions. Though many of her works evoke figures
and landscapes, she swaths these forms in layers of
colors applied in kinetic, swirling patterns that create the
effect of peering into foggy memories. Through these
clouds, glimmers of bodies, valleys and rivers struggle
to define themselves against deep red, blue, green and
yellow mists. This theme of incomplete memory and blurry
vision emerged in Mueller-Dick’s art when her father was
diagnosed with Alzheimer’s. These canvases that never
reveal their subjects and sometimes feature blacked-out
corners represent absent memories, pieces missing from
life’s puzzle, but they also provoke active imagination.
Teetering on the edge of abstraction with often only the
faintest echoes of landscapes and bodies—many of which
are inspired by her interests in yoga and dance—MuellerDick’s expressionist style presents viewers with a colorful
ghost world open to introspective exploration. These spaces
and forms, visible in outline but not filled out, invite viewers to
contribute their own partial remembrances. Owing perhaps
to her work as a gallery instructor at Boston’s Museum
of Fine Arts, her paintings mediate personal therapeutic
projects and thematic interests while remaining open to
shifting meanings and approaches. Mueller-Dick creates
spaces for our forgotten dreams by visualizing partial
memories.
Websites: www.mueller-dick.com
www.Art-Mine.com/ArtistPage/Sandra_Mueller__Dick.aspx

n

NIKI. B

iki.b’s comic book-inspired acrylic works on canvas
approach their subject from unique and enlightening
points of view. She makes use of the strong colors and
textures of modern graphic design as a means of displaying
her equally passionate love for American popular culture,
especially tailfins and gleaming bumpers. She also takes
Roy Lichtenstein’s use of the comic book panel one step
further and portrays original characters musing upon
specific moments of decision. Whether these moments are
important or trivial, harmless or devious, we have no idea.
The vital point is that niki.b is presenting to us these very
human moments in an instant of her subjects’ lives. Another
aspect of niki.b’s distinctive style is her choice of placing
various philosophical thoughts inside animals’ heads. The
aesthetic conceit of discussing ideas about human nature
and the human condition by giving the thoughts to nonhuman characters is a long tradition in the arts. niki.b has
added a sharp-edged humor and pathos to that tradition.
Growing up under Communism as she did, niki.b valued
the visual arts, especially those which could improve her
feelings about herself and her life. She has given her
anxieties over to her animal subjects, and in doing so, sheds
new light on eternal issues of self-worth, honesty and the
capacity for enlightenment.
Websites: www.niki-b.com.pl
www.Art-Mine.com/ArtistPage/niki.b.aspx

Too Pink

Acrylic on Canvas

35.5” x 35.5”
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JAMES SPITZNAGEL
R

hythm is vital to James Spitznagel’s creative process.
“It all begins with rhythm and grows from the there,”
explains James. “The rhythm and shape of sound, line, light
or color is all the same to me.” His inspiration lies in exploring
the common ground between the subjective experiences of
creating and appreciating the universality of artistic forms.
As both a musician and visual artist, he focuses on the
necessary tension between silence and sound, as well as
the empty and filled spaces of his canvas. His provocative
and cutting-edge images suggest the visual representation
of a data stream or programming code transformed to
produce these provocative yet engaging images. They
explore the relationships among a variety of vital issues
such as questions of contemporary subjectivity and reality,
variations in color within the vertical and horizontal aspects
of the image, and the relevance of light and shadow to mood
in a digitally abstracted image. Some have been subjected
to more abstraction than others. Some are subjective
fantasy cityscapes, while others look stripped down to
primal shapes, and are thus more sensitive to dramatic
shifts in color and light.
For all the power of their abstraction, however, the inspiration
for James’s images comes from a very personal place. The
pixels, squares and geometric arrays of James’s work reveal
the subjective depth of the images as well as the depth
of feeling that inspired them. As a musician, he is always
seeking the artistic form which will resonate for him as a

The City #13
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Inkjet Print on Fine Art Paper

20” x 15”

creator and for the listener. His visual works reveal a wide
variety of moods, from calmly contemplative to the frenetic
energy of a particularly urban landscape. For James, all of
perceived reality is a process, and these are images that
afford us the opportunity to explore that process. James
Spitznagel’s visually stunning images tap into the process
of seeing as an act of creating and he invites us to question
and examine how we make sense of what we see in a world
of infinitely malleable images.
Website: www.levelgreen.com/art
www.Art-Mine.com/ArtistPage/James_Spitznagel.aspx

James in his Studio
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JOSEPHINE GUIDA
Josephine
Guida’s
oil
paintings run the spectrum
from transcendent to tangible.
At times, she creates complete
abstraction,
with
dynamic
strokes and bright colors
mingling side by side to create
spontaneous, grid-like forms.
In more recent work, which
interprets the beauty of the
Australian landscape, Guida
captures simple countryside
scenes
using
complex
The Vineyard
brushstrokes—each
line
a
Oil on Canvas 36” x 24”
dynamic, textural representative
of a delicate blade of grass, a reflection, or a shadowed
hillside; each line creating a sense of fluidity in composition.
Attracted to experimenting with new techniques and media,
her new series is the result of a natural progression. “Art
to me is more about intuition; the expression of a present
feeling or an emotion rather than an intellectual process,”
Guida says. “Finding a way to convey this is what continues
to intrigue me in the process of art making. The unknown is
where I prefer to be.” Josephine Guida, a South Australia
native, frequently exhibits with the South Australia Living
Artists (SALA); she currently resides and works in the West
Croydon suburb of Adelaide.
Websites: www.josephineguida.com
www.Art-Mine.com/ArtistPage/Josephine_Guida.aspx

FLORA

CRISTINA RODRIGUEZ
Simplicity of form and exuberant use
of color combine in harmony to produce the uplifting and spirited paintings by Colombian-born artist Cristina
Rodriguez. Well traveled throughout
the Americas, Africa and Europe, Rodriguez’s paintings exhibit a well-developed aesthetic and sophisticated
understanding of multicultural artistic
traditions. Her works, rendered in beautiful tones of oil paint on linen, blend the
compositional balance of geometric abstraction with the playful human spirit
of primitive artwork. Simplified figures,
reduced to their most essential eleThe Land of the One
ments, relate with a dynamic rhythmic
Thousand Islands
movement
to their solid or multi-colored
Oil on Linen
backgrounds. Shapes are boldly out60” x 23”
lined and imaginatively rendered, often
curving upward with graceful, dance-like movements. Rich
with narrative content, her paintings are continuously engaging and universally appealing and reverberate with an
irrepressible, joyous energy, reflecting an intense enthusiasm for not only art-making, but for life. She holds a BA in
Fine Arts from the University of Los Andes and an MFA from
the Slade School of Fine Art.
Websites: www.cristina-rodriguez.com
www.Art-Mine.com/ArtistPage/Cristina_Rodriguez.aspx

T

he power of Flora’s paintings lies in the vitality of their
lyrical abstraction coupled with the vulnerability of their
self-expression. These works contain entire worlds, as well
as deeply emotional landscapes, and they are remarkable
for their resistance to easy categorization. Like all engaging
abstract works, they possess within their composition the
energy of their moment of creation. Although these paintings
are dynamic with creativity, the intense and dramatic eddies
of color that fill the canvases are not chaotic eruptions, but
examples of breathtakingly intricate designs.
As a result of Flora’s intense artistic integrity, her paintings
act as psychological and aesthetic mirrors for both the artist
and the viewer. Their sophisticated composition allows us to
plunge their depths as well as our own emotional reactions
and personal associations. To truly appreciate these images,
one has to be open to them, like a poem, as they gradually
work their subtle influence. The hypnotic forms suggest
the ocean as well as the patterns found in minerals or in
creatures on the cellular level. Flora’s inspiration and the
viewer’s response may intimately reflect each other, since
she uses the canvas as a means of conveying her love of
visual beauty and her commitment to creative honesty.
Website: www.Art-Mine.com/ArtistPage/FLORA.aspx

Eruptive Profusions

Wax on Canvas

39” x 39”
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DANIEL SEWELL
The quality of spray paint modulates between very opaque
to nearly translucent, creating interlocking shapes that
lead the viewer’s eye around
the image eventually reaching the edges in a phosphorescent glow rescinding into
the background.

PP Chop’d & Screwed (6)

Spraypaint

30” x 20”

P

eering through the many layers as if seeing into the
process of creation itself, we get an understanding of
the playfulness and inventiveness of American artist, Daniel
Sewell, as he works. The quality of spray paint modulates
between very opaque to nearly translucent, creating
interlocking shapes that lead the viewer’s eye around the
image eventually reaching the edges in a phosphorescent
glow rescinding into the background.
Sewell’s inspiration is very much in tune with the natural
world and the personal expression of it. Great movements
of the 20th century, in particular Cubism, have also intrigued
Sewell. “I’m deliberately continuing the tradition of Cubism,
as well as other important disciplines during the modern
PP Chop’d & Screwed (8)
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Spraypaint

30” x 20”

period.” The attempt to portray three-dimensions within a
flat space, absent of the illusion of perspective, remains
a common aesthetic in Sewell’s work. His figures, made
of flat planes, seem to be in a state of flux, reaching out
or moving away from the viewer’s vantage point. His art
is usually created with one color of spray paint on a softly
tinted sheet of paper. The interplay between the green, red,
blue, or yellow paper and the color of the spray paint create
a variety of hues within the work. It is this simplification of
the palette that allows Sewell’s audience to focus on the
forms within the work, twisting and unfolding figures or
portraits. He fashions interesting cutout shapes and places
them over the paper to create a negative space as he
sprays around them. The areas are allowed to present the
color of the paper or are later covered over by subsequent
applications of paint. From this process, a figure is born,
often with outstretched limbs and highly emotive facial
expressions. “So much of the work deals with formal play
—improvisation with rotation, proportion and composition,”
explains Sewell. “The formal elements of my work lead to
larger questions which deal with how to represent nature,
and to find solutions to what seem to be limits in the
representation of nature.”
His work has been influenced by his love of experimentation;
Sewell has collaborated with many other artists and also
non-artists, including scientists. Extensive travel around
Asia has influenced Sewell’s worldview and creative life. He
presently resides in Shanghai.
Website: www.Art-Mine.com/ArtistPage/Daniel_Sewell.aspx

PP Chop’d & Screwed (9)

Spraypaint

30” x 20”

The formal elements
of my work lead to
larger
questions
which deal with how
to represent nature,
and to find solutions
to what seem to be
limits in the representation of nature.

Daniel at Work
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Look at Both Sides Now… like Joni Does
by Lynda Pogue

How, if you’re deeply entrenched in a piece of art, can you see more than what’s right in front of you? How do you step back
when you’re in the middle of something and not only see the Big Picture but also the minute details too?
You can train yourself to pay attention and absorb the possible influences that surround you…you can learn to de-center, which
is the ability to suspend one’s way of thinking while encompassing another. It’s akin to being in the middle of a passionate argument… absolutely vehement about your position… then, like a blast of flashing white light you clearly see the other person’s
point of view. It’s not an illusion… you really are seeing both sides now. The clarity and intensity that this moment brings is
extremely fulfilling. It can bring new dimensions and possibilities to your personal and professional life.
This article will explore the richness that will come to you by considering your work from different perspectives. To do this I’ll
draw on the expressions from and musings about a woman that the whole world intimately refers to simply as Joni. All the italics
are the words of Joni Mitchell.
Rows and flows of angel hair
And ice cream castles in the air
And feather canyons everywhere
I’ve looked at clouds that way
But now they only block the sun
They rain and snow on everyone
So many things I would have done
But clouds got in my way
I’ve looked at clouds from both sides now
From up and down, and still somehow
It’s cloud illusions I recall
I really don’t know clouds at all

…circle of hope by Lynda Pogue.
Look closely at this textured
piece and you’ll see ice cream
castles in the air.

These lyrics are likely to be the most well-known words from Joni’s most famous song: Both Sides Now. She told Russ Mitchell
(CBS, 2007) that, at first, she thought this song was a failure because it was such a big meditation. She had only seen it from
one direction as a folk artist and not from any other point of view. Joni has moved far far beyond this singularity of perception.
She had unwittingly incited a myriad of reactions from millions of people… some responded to her words as if they were pure
poetry and millions more were visualizing flying above the Rows and flows of angel hair clouds. Her songs were painting the
canvas in the minds of her listeners. Annie Lennox has said that the poetic genius of Joni’s lyrical imagery tangled with her brain,
and she was challenged to try to follow suit.
When being interviewed by Tavis Smiley (PBS, 2007) Joni stressed that she found being put on a pedestal has made her become more demanding of herself. That fame has made her go deeper with greater honesty. Because she feels that her work
makes people feel… it isn’t vague, fluffy or insipid. Truer words were never spoken.
Her lyrics conjure up images that take you for an emotional and evocative ride because she’s both accessible yet experimental.
You’re never quite sure what to expect but you want to be with her on her journey. It’s that world of edginess in which Joni dwells.
She’s a renaissance woman who revels in the world of all the arts: an accomplished musician, songwriter, poet, photographer
and painter. Over the years she has evolved from silky and sweet to husky and fiercely forceful… there’s now a growl in her
lower register. Listening to her talk, you know exactly where she stands on any issue. Hearing her sing causes one to stop
and ponder. Viewing her art takes you into her personal inner space… she says that in this part of her world she is absolutely
vulnerable.
Last January she reminded Charlie Rose (PBS) that she’s often been quoted as saying I paint my joy and I sing my sorrow…
but now she feels that she’s grown into a different style of expression where she now paints and sings a spectrum of feelings.
Her antenna is up. And it’s her concept of spectrum/variety/range that sets a standard for other artists and entrepreneurs. One’s
work can take on a one-dimensional aspect if it’s always the same the same the same… however, by paying attention to the
genius of someone like Joni Mitchell one can be inspired to take an expansive and integrative approach to raise the bar and
create a masterwork.
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She’s been labeled as being the most influential female recording artist of the late 20th century. Having lived in both the east
and west coasts of the States for most of her life she still maintains a residence in western Canada where she was born. Young
Roberta Joan (Joni) was affected by the music she heard in her home. Her mother introduced her to a few simple classics
such as Claire de Lune and her father loved Miles Davis’ jazz and it’s the amalgamation of the two that have, for decades, had
musicologists scratching their collective heads wondering just how she does it when she creates a new song. Her phraseology
is totally unique. As she said to Charlie… early music influences you.
In turn, hundreds of other musicians have been influenced by Joni including such diverse performers as Bob Dylan, Neil Young,
Judy Collins, Miles Davis, Charlie Mingus, Peter Gabriel, Prince, Nora Jones, Leonard Cohen, Shakira, Seal and even Sinatra.
Who or what’s influencing you? Is there something about your perspective, your attitude, or your work that’s staring you in the
face but you’re not yet seeing it? Is your antenna up? Are you inviting or seeking out new stimuli? And, perhaps more importantly, do you consider yourself a learner?
Well maybe it is just the time of year
Or maybe it’s the time of man
I don’t know who I am
But you know life is for learning
We are stardust
We are golden
And we’ve got to get ourselves
Back to the garden

Waiting For You …and… Together by Lynda Pogue.
I wrongly considered florals as being fluffy art and had discounted the enthusiastic
responses viewers have to nature’s blossoms on canvas. Recently, I decided to go
back to the garden and explore contrasting expressions to see how darkness and then
lightness affected the glorious pinks of these petals… literally probing both sides.

When Tavis was interviewing Joni she said… You know, this is not a renaissance culture. It’s a culture of specialists... Maybe
because it’s easy for me, taking three subjects is nothing. They do interrelate, being a poet, a painter and a musician. I painted
this music on. You know, I layered it on stroke by stroke. Sometimes my music is a little too complicated…but painters have a
tendency to be able to follow it. They go through the layers and then they can assemble it.
Over the years, she has put herself into exile a few times and each time has emerged with more focus and drive. In her quietude
the music, the words and the images just welled up again.
But I know my needs
My sweet tumbleweed
I need more quiet times
By a river flowing
It’s as if her own personal well was drying up and when she stopped drawing from it she replenished herself. Many artists (any entrepreneurs) need
to jump off the treadmill for a period of time and re-group. It’s that distancing from one’s work that may give a much richer perspective.
Get out of your own way once in a while.
I’m going to take you to
My special place
I put things back together there
It all falls right in place

I’m Over Here by Lynda Pogue. When creating this divine
woman I envisioned her calling to her lover who adores her
posterior as much as the side we cannot see… both sides.

Like many artists, Joni thought of herself as a painter derailed by circumstance. She knew that to express herself honestly in
her early paintings she consciously didn’t allow herself to be influenced by such powerful and popular abstract expressionists
as Pollock or Barnett Newman. She wanted to paint as she sang: in a folk-artist-y way. (Her heroes were Van Gogh, Gauguin,
Matisse, and Rembrandt.)
Continued on page 68
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JO TUNMER
Jo Tunmer’s paintings make stillness
momentous. Rendering impressions of European and American
landscapes, she skillfully layers colors and
creates rich surface
textures, subtly orchestrating an all-encompassing sensorial
experience. While she
Day Dreaming
approaches painting
Oil on Canvas 39.5” x 39.5”
with the expertise of
a traditional artisan, her compositions are intrinsically tied
to the contemporary language of photography. She relies
on snapshots—often taken out of car windows—and quick
sketches as the source material for her paintings. Ultimately, her paintings take brief experiences and make them permanent, inviting viewers in to the open, solitary space of the
canvas. Tunmer paints on wood and canvas paper, glazing
and varnishing her finished works. She studied painting at
The Cambridge School of Art and also spent time exploring
Southern California and learning from works by color-savvy
artists like David Hockney and Wayne Thiebaud. Jo Tunmer regularly exhibits in the United Kingdom and her work
belongs to collections in the United States and Europe. She
currently lives and works in Cambridge, England.
Website: www.Art-Mine.com/ArtistPage/Jo_Tunmer.aspx
Continued from page 67

Do you paint what you sing? That is, do you paint your own
words/beliefs? Are you aware of the characteristics you’ve
absorbed from your personal heroes/heroines? Have you cultivated a mentor? Do you take the time to consider who and
what inspires you? If you haven’t paid attention to the music,
the sounds, the colors, the emotions, the people, the influences around you, it might be wise to find active techniques to
sharpen your senses because you don’t know what you’ve got
till it’s gone.
If you’re interested in reveling in the talent of Joni just go to
any one of the 3 million sites that pop up when you enter Joni
Mitchell on your computer. The lyrics for this article were quoted from: Big Yellow Taxi, Both Sides Now, Lesson in Survival,
My Secret Place, and Woodstock.
Lynda Pogue is a Canadian artist who lives near Toronto, Ontario. She is represented by Agora Gallery in New York and Covent
Garden Fine Art Gallery in Canada and she invites you to visit
her website at lyndapogue.com.

Because every kid
has something to say.
Since 1991, Art Start has been providing free arts
programs for some of New York City’s most
at-risk youth: homeless children, young people in
foster care or teenagers living on the street.
Through workshops in painting, photography,
music and creative writing, we replace uncertainty
and frustration in their lives with structure and
hope. Above all, we provide them with genuine
opportunities to change their worlds, and ours, for
the better.

To learn how you can become a part of Art Start
or to make a contribution visit www.art-start.org

art saves lives
Ad created and donated by The EGC Group, Melville, NY.
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MARY MANSEY
A

ward winning French photographer, Mary Mansey,
uses the camera to capture otherworldly scenes of
nature, particularly around bodies of water. Her fascination
with reflection and movement creates a perfect accord
with water that ripples and shines, reflecting surfaces in an
almost psychedelic manner. It is Mansey’s work with color
that completes a hypnotic spirit in her compositions, such
as radiant yellows and deep azures that pair wonderfully to
create an image through which one may meditate and lose a
sense of self. Mansey will most often crop out recognizable
details and any sense of a human presence. Instead, we
are left with the graceful curves like that of the hull, sail
and mast of boats which, given the current, are shown in a
state of vibrant activity. The reflection of the masts become
like roots wriggling toward the base of an image, through a
color gradient that is increasingly warmed by sunlit hues. As
the audience peers into these formidable and well-crafted
photographs, we become serene yet purposeful as our eyes
wander the image in search of the recognizable, which, in
the artist’s purpose, is not to be found. Mansey is very aware
of the profound effect her work can have upon the viewer’s
consciousness. “As a title for my current works, I would use:
‘When the landscapes becomes a backdrop for feelings,
projected memories and emotional resonance,’” she
explains. Mansey’s other images open up the perspective
and highlight the natural scenes of reeds, trees and other
plant life. These photographs, though more traditional in

Port Hiver

Archival Pigment Print

19” x 13”

subject, still contain Mansey’s adept compositional work
and eye for unusual features in the setting. They are lush
and peaceful, rich in tone and color. Her photography has
drawn enthusiastic international praise. She is represented
in France, Germany, Italy and the United States. Presently,
Mansey works and lives in Aix les Bains in the French
Alps.
Websites: www.marymansey.com
www.Art-Mine.com/ArtistPage/Mary_Mansey.aspx

Mary in her Studio

Autumn

Archival Pigment Print

19” x 13”
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COCO MASUDA

HANNA VATER
Hanna Vater’s paintings explore nature’s inexhaustible
mystery and beauty. For her,
it is a never ending exploration, as using the harmony
of a painting to navigate the
chaos of nature creates more
questions than answers.
Most interested in quietness
and incidental inspiration,
Vater focuses on small details when she paints. She
Flowers & Fruits 1
uses
subdued colors and
Oil on Canvas 24” x 20”
soft painterly gestures, relying on the richness of light and shadow to give her paintings their dramatic undertones. Everyday objects serve as
the building blocks for Vater’s still lifes, and these building
blocks allow her to reach for something more profound.
Each object has its own inherent identity, and these inherencies metaphorically allude to a larger, natural rhythm.
The details, observations, and parts that come together to
form the whole of Vater’s paintings ultimately point to the
world’s comprehensive encompassing of every small gesture. Originally from Riga, Latvia, Hanna Vater received her
Masters in Painting from the Latvian Academy of Art. She
currently lives and works in Seattle, Washington.
Website: www.Art-Mine.com/ArtistPage/Hanna_Vater.aspx

D

eeply interested in the ways in which colors interrelate
and coexist, Melanie Prapopoulos sets forth on a
constant journey of artistic exploration. She frequently
experiments with a variety of mediums and techniques to
produce works that question the status quo and stimulate
others to do the same. Working in a semi-abstract
style with both traditional (oil and acrylic paint) and nontraditional (glitter, broken shards of mirrored glass)
materials, Prapopoulos’ works range from subtle figurative
to mysterious landscape. While her works evidence the
influence of the narrative, intriguingly, they never divulge
the entire story. Instead, they ask the viewer to work, and
in turn, question the content set before them. She employs
dramatic, energetic gestural strokes to create a sense
of heightened drama, which is further enhanced by her
expert use of color. Thick black outlines interplay against
soft pastels and muddy earth tones, creating a visual and
emotional tension that harks back to the etchings of 19th
century artist Francisco de Goya. Although her scenes are
more understated, the evocative quality is the same: stirring
to the mind and the spirit.
Currently residing in Greece, Melanie Prapopoulos has
travelled widely throughout the world. She holds a B.A.
from New York University and an M.A. from the University
of Indianapolis.
Websites: www.melanieprapopoulos.com
www.Art-Mine.com/ArtistPage/Melanie_Prapopoulos.aspx
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Eternally fascinated by the
beauty of the female form and
spirit, Coco Masuda puts forth
a unique vision of the women
she observes in her daily life in
New York, and during her frequent travels to Hawaii and Tokyo. Typically drawing from her
memory, her creative process
allows her to invent imagined
identities for these observed,
real women. This narrative eleTropical Girl
ment to her works engages the
Giclee Print 23” x 22”
viewer, while their elegant simplicity and striking colors captivates the eye. Drawing on
her Japanese heritage, Masuda is equally influenced by
both the fine and decorative arts and her meticulous craftsmanship conveys a deep respect for the tradition of making
art. Masuda’s carefully balanced compositions reflect her
artistic acumen: beautiful areas of negative space interplay
with graceful shapes and intense tones. Born in Tokyo, Japan, Coco Masuda graduated from New York City’s prestigious Parsons School of Design. She now lives and works
in New York, where she is also a successful illustrator.
Websites: www.cocomasuda.com
www.Art-Mine.com/ArtistPage/Coco_Masuda.aspx

MELANIE PRAPOPOULOS

Beach Combings - Fish

Mixed Media on Canvas

9” x 12”

T

he world is a network of connected beings and
experiences, and Marina Reiter’s paintings offer to
make sense of the patterns, impasses and opportunities
we pull from our past and cast into the future. In her
crowded, expertly choreographed abstractions, globular
forms move into and out of one another’s orbit, marking
brief encounters in some places and becoming completely
intertwined elsewhere. These trajectories are informed
by Reiter’s own experiences, growing up between her
hometown of Moscow, New York City and Beijing, and
now finally settled in Washington D.C. This life trajectory of
moves and readjustments every few years has left Reiter
especially attuned to the hardships and strengths of lives
started, packed up and restarted elsewhere.
Indeed, her colorful, immersive paintings speak to
contemporary experiences of a world in which people
are more connected than ever, and simultaneously more
vulnerable to feelings of alienation than at any preceding
epoch. Her gentle, curvilinear shapes evoke human forms,
atomic particles and the very make-up of social fabric. Each
is carefully shaded and rendered with soft, meticulous brush
strokes, evoking strong impressions of depth, lighting and

texture. And yet Reiter resists anthropomorphizing these
forms, instead casting them into a surreal void, spinning,
floating, colliding and bouncing amidst small black lines
and shapes, each painting unfolding against soft, blurred
backdrops.
The sense of movement and activity, in fact, may be the most
striking effect of Reiter’s work. Unlike Joan Miró’s surrealism
or Fernand Léger and Piet Mondrian’s abstractions, Reiter
depicts a realm of infinite possibility. She strives to create
space for movement, ambition and optimism where others
prize static, perfectly balanced compositions. Relations
between each of her forms and their surroundings are never
at a standstill, but in a constant process of renegotiation and
redefinition. Remarkably, though, her paintings don’t seem
off-kilter or unfinished. Instead, Reiter manages to capture
moments of movement, change and tension that are also
carefully poised and composed. These elemental scenes
depict our world, one that continuously tries to picture itself
while it keeps changing.
Websites: www.marinareiter.com
www.Art-Mine.com/ArtistPage/Marina_Reiter.aspx

MARINA REITER

Beyond Perception Oil on Canvas

24” x 18”

So Deep and Tempting is the Dream

Oil on Canvas

40” x 30”
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AGORA GALLERY
SUMMER PREVIEW
530 W. 25th St., Chelsea, New York, NY 10001
Tues - Sat, 11am - 6pm
www.Agora-Gallery.com

UNITED IN ART: An Exhibition of Fine Art
from England, Wales, Scotland & Ireland
Opening Reception: Thursday, June 4th, 6-8pm
June 2nd - June 23rd, 2009
Celebrating innovation and diversity, United in Art demonstrates the depth
and range of work originating from the United Kingdom. Ranging from the
figurative to the abstract and enjoying qualities of spontaneity, color and
rhythm, the works on display teem with energy as they capture both the
form and spirit of their subjects.
www.agora-gallery.com/exhibitionannouncement/6_2_2009.aspx

Jo Tunmer ‘Fog’ - 24” x 24”

GROUP SHOW
Opening Reception: Thursday, June 4th, 6-8pm
June 2nd - June 23rd, 2009
In The Substance of Abstraction, audiences are presented with a rich
kaleidoscope of color, form, and texture that in conjunction, breathes life
into abstract artworks. Through their deeply personal forms of expression,
these artists offer a stunning glimpse into contemporary abstract painting.
By exploring such undiscovered vantage points and often-overlooked inspirations, this collection of artists was selected because they present the
world to viewers with an unusual candor. The paintings grouped together
in Unbound Perspectives unseat the audience from their comfortable
and mundane perceptions of reality.
www.agora-gallery.com/exhibitionannouncement/unbound_6_2_2009.aspx
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Per Hillo ‘Lucky to Be’ - 32” x 39”

FRENCH PERSPECTIVE:
Contemporary Art from France
Opening Reception: Thursday, July 2nd, 6-8pm
June 27th - July 17th, 2009
The French Perspective is an exhilarating survey of contemporary art
from France. There are a remarkable variety of styles represented in this
exhibition, truly profound works that delve into humanity’s deepest creative
roots. Some of these talented artists are tremendous painters and sculptors
while others explore experimental techniques and new media. Art lovers
will undoubtedly be enamored with this selection of works from our neighbors across the Atlantic.
www.agora-gallery.com/exhibitionannouncement/6_27_2009.aspx
Thierry Michelet ‘L’hypothèse du portrait 4’ - 31.5” x 31.5”

GROUP SHOW
Opening Reception: Thursday, July 23rd, 6-8pm
July 21st - August 11th, 2009
Labyrinth of Color: Radiant colors shine forth as each artist travels into the unknown, bringing back surreal visions of our universe to share with audiences.
Visitors will enjoy exploring and interpreting the messages so brilliantly expressed
through the power of color.
Metamorphosis explores the possibilities beyond our ordinary perception, keying
into personal insights, metaphysical concepts, and timeless mysteries. Beyond each
corner is a new way of perceiving the world that will electrify fans of contemporary
art.
The Portal to Enigma features visionary works that defy easy definition as they
craft personal revelations with a powerful, expressive force. This phenomenal selection of paintings confronts the viewer with poetic, visual puzzles and graceful
statements about the human subconscious.
Persistence of Form daringly explores the experience of our modern world
through the eyes of the artist. Beautifully crafted imagery abounds in this choice
selection of paintings as the artists inject wit, fantasy, and sensitivity into their vision
of humanity.

Marie Ban ‘Shambala’ - 38” x 51”

www.agora-gallery.com/exhibitionannouncement/7_21_2009.aspx

THE CHELSEA INTERNATIONAL
FINE ART EXHIBITION
Opening Reception: Thursday, August 20th, 6-8pm
August 14th - September 2nd, 2009
The selected artists of The Chelsea International Fine Art Competition
represent not just artists, but the countries and communities they hail from,
each piece reflecting a little of humanity’s multi-faceted soul.
www.agora-gallery.com/exhibitionannouncement/8_14_2009.aspx

Charles Imbro ‘13 - A’ - 48” x 60”
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Andre Netto - ‘About Little Secrets 04’

The Chelsea International Fine Art Exhibition

August 14 - September 2, 2009
RECEPTION: Thursday, August 20, 6-8pm
Michael Bajko Erich Birchmeier Marie Claude Bosc Depretz Peter Bulow
Angeles Cereceda Martinez HyeIn Choo Christina Dallorso Bush
Dooney Nelly Drell Nine Francois Ann Ginsburgh Hofkin Steve Hill Jelu Iliov
Charles Imbro James Keul Judith Kramer Bill Leigh Kathy Liao Ian Magargee
Marie Massey Andre Netto Arkadiusz Piegdon Meredith Rose Vasiliki-Christina Stefou
Robert Telenick Preston Trombly Zinni Veshi Evelyn Wang Dave Wisniewski Meg Zhang

530 West 25th Street Chelsea, New York City, NY
Tel: 212-226-4151 / Fax: 212-966-4380
www.Agora-Gallery.com
/ info@Agora-Gallery.com
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RORY D.L. MOORER

Loner

Acrylic on Canvas

24” x 36”
Boulavard of the Bulls

B

rilliantly fun and energizing, Rory D.L. Moorer’s
paintings can make us laugh, dance and exalt in a
variety of our favorite pastimes. Within his oeuvre, one will
discover images of sports, jazz and rock concerts, cultural
festivities, and tranquil sunset evenings. Moorer’s works are
a celebration of our time here; he points the way towards
a happier, jovial existence, poking fun while beseeching
us to focus on the positive rather than on our modern ills.
His brand of creativity is much needed in the contemporary
world and many works seem timeless in their human
appeal as if they are recording the moment for posterity.
Moorer’s style is fully evolved despite his youthful age and
is instantly recognizable for his approach to painting which
is straightforward and often nearly illustrative. He uses pure
bold colors and dramatic line work that infuses his painting
with a powerful sense of movement. Interestingly, the role
of texture is minimal, as instead he favors a distinctive use
of dramatic perspectives and radiant lighting schemas. He
pays close attention to detail, yet sways away from an overtly
realistic rendering since it could shatter the playfulness and
illusory quality that we are visitors in his world. We often
feel as if the moment has been magically freeze-framed
as persons running, jumping, cheering, or singing are all
caught in mid-air, a delightful voyeuristic tactic. Moorer
hopes audiences will “know about me through my works,
my sense of humor…my perspective on certain things, or…
stop for a minute and interpret something, anything,” Moorer
explains. “Not getting lost in the shuffle is half the battle,
to stand out is an accomplishment in itself.” Through his

Acrylic on Canvas

40” x 48”

artistic talents, Moorer has reached out to his community,
painting murals in private and public schools that provide
kids with a shared experience through art. He has exhibited
his paintings frequently on the West Coast and along the
eastern seaboard, from Massachusetts to Florida. Rory
D.L. Moorer lives and works in Haddam, Connecticut.
Websites: www.rorymoorer.com
www.Art-Mine.com/ArtistPage/Rory_D.L._Moorer.aspx

Rory in his Studio
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DAN OBANA

Illusion

Intersection

Digital Print on Canvas

Digital Print on Canvas

35.5” x 47”

47” x 35.5”

Dan at Work in his Studio

U

tilizing a unique method of digital imaging, Japanese
artist Dan OBANA creates a contemporary imagination
of the traditional method of hanga block printing. His
works, to which he refers to as digital hanga, are complex,
multilayered photographs of analog materials. OBANA’s
synthesis of the digital and analog realms provides not only
a thoughtful introspection into the development and role of
technology in our contemporary lives, it references the ageold tradition of the multi-layered techniques used to produce
original hanga prints. Over time, OBANA believes that the
continued refinement of his methods will, in fact, lead to
limitless artistic possibilities, echoing the deep visual effect
created by his complexly constructed works.
Although each layer, added one upon another with Photoshop
with varying degrees of opacity, is representational in nature,
the repetition of image upon image creates an abstracted
effect. In this fashion, textures and lines overshadow
figurative content, with a delightful effect. Compositional
elements come to the forefront, exposing works that are
highly engaging, thought provoking and intellectually
stimulating.
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For the most part, the colors OBANA chooses are muted
in tone, yet texturally rich. As the elements of his works
combine, they create an almost urban ambiance. Slate
gray, black, white and stones work together to recall
the architectural elements of the city, while his bustling
rhythmic movement is reminiscent of the busy pace of its
inhabitants. Lines intersect and diverge, further invoking
this incidental cityscape, suggesting the appearance of vital
infrastructure.
Although there is an undercurrent of the industrial in both
the content and construction of OBANA’s works, he has
underscored the importance of emotional and intellectual
sensitivity both as an artist and as an individual. Through
his continued development as an artist, OBANA strives to
think deeply, feel freely and grow infinitely. Regimented yet
expressive, vulnerable yet strong, Dan OBANA proves to
be a study in contrasts both in art and in life.
Dan OBANA lives and works in Tokyo.
Websites: www.hobana.cocolog-nifty.com
www.Art-Mine.com/ArtistPage/Dan_OBANA.aspx

HIDEKAZU ISHIKAWA
I

n order to truly understand the nature of a foreign culture,
one must spend time amongst its people. This is a maxim
Hidekazu Ishikawa has taken to heart. During his time
in Berlin, he sold his works on the art market in front of
the Pergamon museum where the citizens and tourists
could flow freely and gather around his art. Berlin was a
revelation for him, as there are few such art markets in his
native Japan.
Ishikawa’s works are full of complexity and display a
subtle mix of color and texture that makes his pieces so
fascinating. Colors are toned down with earthy yellows,
browns and grey. These counterpoint the simple, almost
naïve representational shapes that appear, such as flowers,
their round symmetrical petals formed from found pieces
of wire. In bright colours, the forms could seem garish,
but in Ishikawa’s layered world of metal and paint, they are
merely a reference, an allusion to a world of popular culture
and graphic prints. His background in photography (he
produces digital prints of his photographic work) informs
the graphic elements of his paintings, but it is the paint itself
that is most important for Ishikawa. It is the paint that allows
him to express himself, that ultimately creates the piece of
work. The process focuses on expression, with aesthetics
taking a secondary role. This instinctive, natural way of
approaching the work is perhaps informed by Ishikawa’s
deep love of nature and creatures; animals, fish, insects.
Despite the fact that all his materials are artificial—found
pieces of metal and glass embedded in acrylic paint—
their high level of sophistication and sensitivity points to a
connection with the materials in their most raw state.

Hidekazu in his Studio

Flowers

Rust Oil & Acrylic with Mixed Media

Acrylic & Mixed Media

36” x 36”

Creating beautiful artworks is paramount for Ishikawa.
People connect to beauty, and so his work becomes open
to them. There is true joy in making work for other people
that they will then love and treasure.
Hidekazu Ishikawa has returned to Japan, having worked
in Berlin as a painter and photographer.
Websites: www.hidy67.web.fc2.com
www.Art-Mine.com/ArtistPage/Hidekazu_Ishikawa.aspx

36” x 36”
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LIL DAFONTE

Sector of Similarity ELENA

Digital Print

33.5” x 47”

Sector of Similarity ADRIANA

Digital Print

33.5” x 47”

Law Of Similarity

FRACTAL NEOSURREALISM

The Sun is a bulb, space and time are a sticky, elastic
fabric; your presence is light, your absence is darkness;
the Himalayas are cathedrals, the Earth is a bubble in the
cosmic ocean; the apple you gave me, a clown’s nose;
Picasso’s look is an angle, Dalí is my soft brain. My style is
similar to the Byzantine mosaic, Gaudí, or Polynesia tattoos.
I am the eternal tattoo that reality gives me every second. I
am every calculated mishap, hard as iron, while my truth is
a fragile lie like the balance of an ecosystem. Attend, ladies
and gentlemen, things may look alike because fewer laws
exist than elements.

In a class of High capacities 2017 Yale’s university.
The teacher is a former pupil of Robert Stemberg.
Subject: Creative Technique of Representation of
Realities and Virtualities.

I am my love for Mozart and Beethoven; you are the way
to take a pencil that writes like your mouth. It paints the
fractured fortune and returns to me in the shape of child
who plays with inventing laws, landscapes and people. He
invents intelligence, kindnesses and beauty. A child who
sometimes cries and is fragile like the tension between
mediocrity and genius. All reasoning is a metaphor or is
based on a metaphor because things look alike.

On May 21, 2017 12:24 Am
Elena(Student): If instead of taking two perspectives we
rather fused two dimensions, for example the superficial
and the fractal dimension, would that create cubism?
Teacher: In effect, yes. It would be included in scientific
cubism, because it is defined as the art of painting new
sets, not based on the reality of the vision, but rather the
reality of knowledge.

“A child who sometimes
also cries, fragile as the
tension between mediocre and geniuses”
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On April 09, 2017. 11:32 Am
Adriana (Student): Can we verify that the origin of cubism
is the utilization of an exterior reality only as a point to shape
another reality?
Teacher: Certainly, the Cubism is an Intellectual realism,
with simultaneous perspectives.

On June 25, 2017. 13.28 Am
Zuri (Student): If we use surrealism as the mould of pure,
psychic automatism to explain another way of functioning—
similar to what Breton said in Paris in 1924—knowing what
we know now about automatisms, was Breton stating the
totality of artistic fact?
Teacher: Exactly, and it is this definition that is genius.
On July 15, 2017 Am
Elena: Can fractal be defined as a guideline or behavior
that repeats itself in different scales?
Teacher: As far as I am concerned, I believe it is a

“Its roots will be Purples
and will provoke a Purple
haze as that of Hendrix.”
consequence of the law of similarity, a simple yet elegant
law that governs complex systems.
Adriana: Then if we combine all dimensions—scientific
cubism, surrealism and fractal—and take into account the
law of similarity, then we would end up with fractal neosurrealism, right?
It consists of an automatic reconstruction of knowledge
due to a sense of proportionality. It is not a skill, it is the
consequence of a particular conception of the universe.
Metaphor of the Future
June 21, 2047, New York City: A company called
FUTURTECH produces designs for Life
It is part of a multidisciplinary team formed by a genetic
engineer, a nanotechnologist, an engineer of software, a
molecular biologist and myself, the artist.
My Aim: Artistic design of plants, aesthetics + functionality.
My Office 9:30 am
The plant will be fed on the frequency produced by Mozart’s
piano concert Nº21, as performed by Wolfgang Amadeus.

The Law of Similarity

The leaves of the plant will be soft as Dalí’s clocks; it will
grow, advancing towards an artificial rainbow created by
halogen lights and steam from the water of the Atlantic
Ocean
Its roots will be purple and will provoke a purple haze
similar to that associated with Jimi Hendrix. The stem will
be transparent and the purple fog will act as a sfumato de
Leonardo that will stop and guess the entrails. Tattoos,
realized by means of bacteria drawings, will spread to
the yellow and blue petals, as fractal pictures. Its texture
will react to the contact of skin like an anemone, and will
analyze the levels of neurotransmitters by means of nanopunctures. A dose of “happiness” will be administered. The
plant will react to words, nice intonations, folding up so you
can brandish its leaves and move the pistils. There, the cells
of pigment borrowed from an octopus will be activated. it will
interact with the nice people and music. It will be capable
not only of filling the room day and night with oxygen, but
also of changing the flavor of its fruits and fragrance.
All the variables can be customized to our pleasure.
This plant will have a sex that is totally separate from its
reproductive capacity, and we will be able to interchange
genetic material. The sex now is a way of knowing. This
plant will be our real friend, brought close to us by the law
of similarity.
This fragment belongs to fractal neo-surrealism in
literature.
Websites: www.artelibre.net/LILDAFONTE
www.Art-Mine.com/ArtistPage/Lil_Dafonte.aspx

Lil Dafonte
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URMIL JAIN

Transition of colors in Urmil’s work symbolizes the journey of
life. Her approach to the environment, a confluence of various
mystical landscape elements, the moon, trees, rocks, and vases,
and the flowing motion encompassing them, offers a rare visual
treat bordering on romanticism and surrealism.
”Colors, for me, are the elixir of life …” says Urmil,
the Mumbai-based artist with passion.
URMIL JAIN exhibits between September 8 -29 2009 at Agora Gallery.

Symphony

U

Oil on Canvas

24”x 30”

rmil Jain's paintings exude an eloquent sense of proximity to
nature. Her handling of green and blue colors makes the
distant merger of earth and sky a reality. Wildering images from
the past seem to blend into the future. Urmil’s versatility reveals
itself in her sublime treatment of light, the very epitome of life;
whether it filters though a wave of flowing shapes or reflects off a
colorful vase. Her excellent use of convergence of light forces one
to think beyond the realms.
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Blue Vase amidst mountains

websites:

Oil on Canvas 30”x36”

www.urmiljain.com
www.Art-Mine.com/ArtistPage/Urmil_Jain.aspx

DON

You are So Adorable
Oil on Canvas
26” x 21”

I am Three Years Old
Oil on Canvas
36” x 29”

I Have Been Thinking of You
Oil on Canvas
36” x 29”

It is an experimental approach to visualize the depth of the human heart,
which often remains vague and elusive.
As nothing is more precious to me than human life, I would like to reveal to
the viewers of my work the unknown of their inner selves.
Recently, I have attempted to express the existence of love because I believe it is the essence of life.
At the core of my artistic thoughts, love is a universal aspiration.
Searching for simplicity and originality, I am grateful to be able to share my
artwork and philosophy with others.

Who are You
Oil on Canvas
21” x 26”

What Shall we Do
Oil on Canvas
24” x 29”
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Carmenly - ‘MYA’

530 West 25th St. Chelsea, New York, NY

530
West Fax:
25th
Street Chelsea, New York City, NY
212-226-4151
212-966-4380
Tel:
212-226-4151 / Fax: 212-966-4380
www.Agora-Gallery.com
www.Agora-Gallery.com
/ info@Agora-Gallery.com
info@Agora-Gallery.com

SALVATORE PANASCI
Salvatore Panasci’s abstract paintings offer invigorating,
sensorial encounters with color and texture. With their
multiple layers and vertical brushstrokes, the paintings evoke
latitude and motion. Thick clusters and rough terrains of paint
contrast thinner washes, giving Panasci’s work a compelling
dimensionality. Panasci allows watery streams of color to flow
down the canvas, creating a chorus of drips that resembles
a lyrically saturated waterfall. Often, these falling drips lightly
veil the energetic, bold shapes that move in and out of each
other in the layers below.
Through his paintings, Panasci endeavors to create an
ineffable, gripping experience of sensations. He wants
viewers to engage the paintings in dialogue, questioning
the relationships between color and surface, darkness and
lightness, or materially and immateriality. These questions that
ideally bring people closer to understanding the physical and
emotional world they inhabit. Panasci received a BFA from
Philadelphia College of Art in 1971. He has exhibited nationally
and currently lives and works in Devon, Pennsylvania.
City Sunrising
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Oil on Canvas 40” x 30”

Website: www.Art-Mine.com/ArtistPage/Sal_Panasci.aspx
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